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March 19, 2011
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update

Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

This report was changed to include NRC's current understanding of the ongoing
situation in Japan. Historical and background information can be found in past reports.

NRC's Top Priorities

1) Facilitati•g a March 19, 2011 kick-ffmeeting between government and industry •••engineer
a ~solution.~ lndustry participants exprect~ed to attend incld rersettie toom eNgi Ee
Hitachi, Bechtel, AFREVA, Exelon, EPRI, and Babcock. DOE and N~aval Reactors are also
attending.

2) Continued assessment of radiological conditions, dose projections, and protective action
recommendations.

2) Providing technical assistance to the U.S. Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.

Status

At 0946 EST, March' 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. The Headquarters Operations Center is staffed 24/7.

A total of 1O NRC experts supporting USAID response efforts from the NRC are in Japan and
have engaged with the US Ambassador and his staff. Tim Kolb coming home (sick) - lands
3:30w p.m. on Saturday. Currently staffing a relief eam- Dan Dorman will deparSaturda at 1:2
p•.m.;-,arrive1 iJap;ah Sunday. at 4:30 p~m. (3:~30a.m~. EST).

NRC has issued numerous press releases related to the earthquake and tsunami. These press
releases can be found online at: http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/

At 0550 EDT, March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan reported that the Japanese have
requested US technical assistance with cooling the Fukushima Daiichi Units, as needed. The
effort is being coordinated by the US Ambassador. At 0900 EDT, March 15, 2011, the Japanese
government accepted DOE's Radiological Assistance Program (RAP) team assistance, which
mcludes Aeria Measuring System (AMS) flyovers. UK and Canadahave requested NRC to

shae tis nfomaton nd we are working with DOE. to see ifthis ~can. be shared.
On March 16, NRC provided the White House with information on protective measures for NRC
staff in Japan and information to provide advice for other federal workers in Japan. The current
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protective action recommendation for U.S. citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of the
Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. Four buses were provided for what beparmentt of State
(DOS) call "voluntary departure" from Japan. Two bu~ses already left;, two buses are loadin~g
,currently in Sendai and will leave around 6:00 p.m. today in Japan. All four buses are headed todTokyo(13 hour bus ride). DOS believes all U.S. citizens, interested i'evacuating have done so
and there are no plans for additional buses.

Japanese Ministry of Defense (M4OD) has assurned the lead role in Japane~se' response
act...tie.s. TEPCO is now in an advisory role to MOD.

The U.S. Department of Energy and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal
communicators for questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and
on domestic monitoring.

~Comm issioni Meeting scheduled for Monday, March 21. (Public/Media expected) Bil[ Bor~chardt
presenting - spporting activities in Japan; justification for continued operation of U.S. facilities;path forward forNRC staff. -

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities

NRC issued Information Notice 2011-O5 to the U.S. nuclear power reactor fleet on March 18.

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) issued a Level 1 Event Report (highest level)
to its members on the afternoon of March 15, 2011. It identifies 4 actions, with due dates, and
requires a written response. In general, the actions include walkdowns and verifications of
aspects of facility capabilities to address B.5.b equipment and procedures, Severe Accident
Management Guidelines (SAMGs), mitigation of station blackout (SBO) conditions, mitigation of
internal and external flooding, and fire and flooding events that could be impacted by a
concurrent seismic event.

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) issued several fact sheets, the latest on March 17, 2011:
"Perspective on Radiation Releases and Emergency Planning at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants"

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from TEPCO press releases, NISA press release, Japan Atomic
Industrial For um (JAIF) compiled data and asses.sments IAEA information releases, Federation
of Electric Power Companies of Japan, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, World Association of
Nuclear Operators, the NRC in-country team and others.)

Fukushima Daijchi
Japanese national government instructed evacuation for local residents within a 20km radius of
the site boundary and sheltering in place out to 30 km for residents who stayed behind. IAEA
confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. As of 1830 EDT on
March 15, 2011, there have been no updates to protective actions.
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On h March 7, Japanese authorities have changed the classification of the event from a Level 4
to a Level 5 "Accident with Wider Consequences" on the International Nuclear and Radiological
Event Scale (INES).

NHK media report on March 17, 0100 EDT stated that helicopter crews dumping water on Unit 3
reactor building reported dose rates at 375 R/hr at 300 ft. above the building.

All available information indicates that the majority of releases from the Fukushima site have
been carried out to sea by the prevailing winds. Foecast mreteorological data for the next 44
hour2period(March 19-21, 201 ) indicates wind headed offshore until Sunday, with a shift
counter clockwise to onshore. This onshore shift remains predicted to last approximately 1?
hours before shifting~ back offshore

DOE Aerial Measurement Teams have completed two flyovers of the Daiichi site. NRC has
received the data and the analyses, which support a concentration of groundodeposition inthe
NW quadrant (from the plant site) als~o reotdb iitr fEuain Culture, Sports,
Science and, Technoiggy (MEXT) field monitori~ng~ teams followving the arch 15_on-shore'wind
shift.

Fukushirina Dafichi

Unit 1 - (NRC priority: 4)
Core Status: Damaged, extent undetermined
Core Cooling: RCS depressurized (Source: FEPC); sea water injected to cool core
(Source: NISA)
Primary Containment: functional (Source: JAIF)
Secondary Containment: lost (visual)
Spent Fuel Pool: 292 bundles in pool (Source: GEH); water level unknown (Source:
JAIF)

Unit 2 - (NRC priority: 3)
Core Status: damaged, extent undetermined
Core Cooling: RCS pressures unknown rj (Source: lAEAMarch 19); sea water injected
to cool core (Source: NISA)
Primary Containment: Possible Torus damage
Secondary Containment: Hole cut in side of fuel floor metal to reduce H2 buildup.
Steam coming from hole (visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: 587 bundles in pool (Source: GEH)
Other: TEPCQ has >outside power to Auxiliary Transformer (TEPCO)

Unit 3 - (NRC priority: 1)
Core Status: Damaged, extent undetermined
Core Cooling: RCS depressurized (Source: FEPC); radiation released; sea water
injected to cool core (Source: NISA)
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Primary Containment: status unknown
Secondary Containment: lost (visual); whit.e smke (Source: IAEA Interpreted by
NRC as steam)
Spent Fuel Pool: 514 bundles in pool (Source: GEH); Pool Dry (Source: NRC Team);
helicopters flew to drop water and water cannon truck sprayed water on March 17
(Source: METI); 7 fire trucks are supplying seawater for cooling spray periodic-ally

Unit 4 - (NRC priority: 2)
Core Status: offloaded
Core Cooling: N/A
Primary Containment: N/A
Secondary Containment: lost (visual)
Spent Fuel Pool: 1201 bundles in pool (Source: GEH); pool may be dry; damage to fuel
rods suspected (Source: JAIF); water was dumped on site with water cannons

Unit 5 - Shutdown since January 3, 2011 (NRC priority: 5)
Core Status: Core in RPV (Source: INPO)
Spent Fuel Pool: 950 bundles (Source: GEH); (temperature 69C) Unit 6 emergency
diesel generator is available; e truck spray has been staged

Unit 6 - Shutdown since August 14,:2010 (NRC priority: 6)
Core Status: Core in RPV (Source: INPO)
Spent Fuel Pool: 876 bundles (Source: GEH); (temperature 66C) Unit's emergency
diesel generator is available.

Common Spent Fuel Pool (NRC priority: 7): 6,000 bundles (Source: GEH) located on land side
of Unit 4 (visual)
Electrical Power (NRC priority: 7): Restoration from switchyard to Unit 2 480V in progress
Dry Cask Storage: Visual inspection idn 'trevaanprbes

Other Plants

Fukushima Daini
* No changes to report

Onagawa
* No changes to report

Rokkasho
* No changes to report

Protective Measures Team (PMT)
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The following is a synopsis of efforts and detailsof source team determination for usieby the
National Atmospheric Re•ease Advisory Center(NARAe) in modeling potential exposureto U.S.
populations-.

For the past w~eek,the sou~rce terms used for estimatingradiological osquences from the
Fukushima site were based on loss-of-coolant accident assumption~s (fromn N UREG-i 465, the
alternative siting source termn). An>'updated "'worst-case'' scenario was developed assuming
each Fu~kushi~ma reactor and5 spent fuel pool currently in jeopardy experiernces a significanit
release, but usig best-estimate accident progressios This
from a contemporary consequence study that assumed a •ing-termstation blackout (LTSBO)
event modeled after a do~mestic BVWRI4 Mark I nuclear~ power plant. For each reactor, the
radionuclide source terms were generated using.MEL.OR and thestandard isotopic
abundances (Ci/MV~t) were obtained from the MvACCS2 manual afterscaling to the Fukushima

pontwert levels. Thereleas duration is assum~ed to be relatively sho~rt (one-half hour) based on a.
conainentfaiureshotlyafter RPV breach.>

The spe~nt fuel ool inventories were based on ORIGEN results provided by GE for Unit 4,
assuming a mix of 100 day and 500 day offloaded fuel. Source terms forUnits1,• and 3 were

ased on 500 day offloadedfuel. Release fractions were based on s, ELCOR calculations. Tie•
8-hour release duration for Unit 4 was based on a MELCOR calculation. This 8-hour release
duration was theondoubled for Units 1,, 2 and 3 assumptions because they did nothaverecently

offloadedsfuel, causing a slower escalation. Pergies were developed for each spent fuelpool.

The overall timing (sequence) of releases from each unit are as' follows: Unpit 1 reactor at15:3,6
on 3/12/201 1: Uniit 3 reactor at 11:15 on 3/14/2011;- Unit 2 reactor at 06:15 on 3/1 5/2011; Unit 3
and 4 spent fuel pools at 6:15 on 3/16/2011 (assumed 24 hrs fter previous reac~to~r release);
Unit 2 spent fuel pool at 6:15 on 3/17/2011 (>assumed 24 hrs after previous spent fuel pool
release); Unit 1 spentfuel pool at 6:15 o~n 3/18/2011 1(assumed 24 hrs after previouis spent fel
pool r.•lase).

The PMT is working with~ DOE/NARAC to refine. source~ term> models in an effort to develop dose
projections beyond 50 miles. The 50 mile distinction is made because.NRC RASCAL modeling
is only capable to estimate dose alues out to 50 miles. Therfor NRChasthe responsibility•
to~ develop sou~rce terms and dose projections within Japan, up to 50 miles from the~ reactor site,
while DOE has the lead for dose projections b~eyond 50 miles and for th~e, United States and
territories.

The source term provid~ed to NARAC was: (1) 25% of the totalfuiel in unit 2 released to the
atmosphere, (2) 50% of the total spent fuel from unit 3 wias released to he atmosphere, and (3)
100% of the total spent fuel was released to the atmosphere from unit 4. Al[ 96 hour dose
proje~ctions (Alaska, Hawai West Coast) are well b~elowthe1 r~em total ~effective dose (TED7
Protective Action Guide (RPXG) based on predicted Cs-1 37 deposition., Except for Al~aska,' all
thyroid dose estimates are well below the EPA 5 rem FAG. The thyroid estimate is very
conservative and does not consider intervention actions like distribution ~of potassium iodide,
remo~ving dairy cowvs from contaminated pas~tures,~ or interdicting milk or leafy vegetabl~es
contaminiated with 1-1~31.
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ThePMT• has received informatior from several various sources regarding radiological
conditions around the reactors. Some information (from March 17) around the plant indicates
dose rates between36 mr/hrxand 65 mr/hr at approximately 1/2 mie from the site (over land).
Information recorded onsite on March 16, 2011 indicated approximately 30a Rhr near the reactor
buildings and an unconfirmed dose rate of 375 R/hr approximately 300 feet above thle Unit 3
reactor (during athelincpter fly over). Deparment nof Energy Aerial Monitoring Systei0 (AMS) fly
over data on March 18, 2011 enerally agraees with MESA suppaled field monitoring team data
out to approximnately 30 km (18 miles) west of the site.. Data shows th~at ground level dose rates
fromh deposition are highest in the NW quadrantwith~ 20 -40 mnr/hr readings (eore by AMS)
and 18 mr/hl (field team) readings between 20km tand 30 krmin that quadrant.

Department of EnergyAerial Monitoringeoperatons were conducted on March 17-18,2011.
Two missions using fixed wing (Ct12 aircraft) conducted parallel and serpentine patterns near
the FkUsima nuclear power placnt.m A narrow band to the iorthwesta 3 to 20 milesnfrom the
site, hasa high concentration Of contaminated materials.

AMS informationsh-ows that dose rates from ground deposition exist between 20 and 30wbie
that would result inta whole bodyrdose of greater than 1 REM over continuous.exposure for 4

das lgy is in(erXtielnd aines withinist of uction, Culture, Sports, Science and
wechnolo seri n eld m ea rents in the same area. The Governmentwof Japan may

w tconasi ereding toheirepacuatiowzone beyond the curret 210 km (12mil)radius.

Inteirnational Response

" IAEA sent a two person team to conduct coordination activities and to take
measurements. NRC communicated6with IAEA to discuss the status and concerns. The
team's updates have been ~added to the IAEA Early Notification and Assistance
Conventions Website (ENAC) website and NRC' has this information.

0 France has shared technical data with the NRC and publicly posted its assessment of
-projected doses in Tokyo on the IRSN website.

" Spain Parliament is still reviewing and deciding on support levels.
" Italy is interested in discussing what the USG is doing, and might be interested in

helping in some way.
* China has offered to help.
* Russia has sent a team to Tokyo. The U.S. team has met with the Russians. We believe

the Russians are departing,
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Refet-ence

Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
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March 25, 2011 0600 EDT

Briefing Sheet
Fukushima Dalichi

Plant status updates:
* Freshwater injection to Units 1 and 3. (source is a reservoir)
* Flooding in turbine building of Unit 3. Found elevated iodine in samples indicating potential

leakage from core.
" RHR pump on Unit 5 is restored.

PMT is working with NARAC on the right source term for dose runs. (most plausible realistic based on
information we know). Will take about 24 hours to complete run.

DOE is taking the US lead in Japan on robotics and environmental issues.

Per NRC Japan team, one day training has been completed on the Bechtel pumping system. There will
be an additional day training completed 26 March and then the Self Defense Force stands ready to
move equipment out to the site.

Plans are ongoing for the U.S. Navy to provide two fresh water barges to the site as well. No delivery
date has been established yet, as there are concerns about possible harbor damage from earthquake.

The NRC team (and INPO representative) went to the TEPCO EOC yesterday and will continue a
presence there.

The Japanese government is discussing a list of the things they would accept for use. DOD and DOE
have the lead.

The NRC Reactor Safety Team has provided a coordinated (GEH, EPRI, INPO, NR, DOE) set of
recommendations pertaining to severe accident management strategies to the NRC team in Japan.
List was provided to NISA and will be discussed at TEPCO tomorrow.
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March 26, 2011 1500 EDT
Briefing Sheet

Fukushima Daiichi

Plant status updates:
* Freshwater injection to Units 1 and 3. (source is a reservoir)
" Borated freshwater has started to be injected into Unit 2 (source is a reservoir)
* Flooding in turbine building of Unit 1, 2 and 3. Unit 1 has been de-watered.
* Electrical power is available up to all 6 units. For Units 1-4, the licensee is in the process of

meggering and testing components to see which ones can be safely energized. Lights are on in
the control rooms, and licensee is in the process of restoring ventilation.

Japanese government officials have recommended to residents living within 20 to 30 km of the site to
voluntarily evacuate their homes-not because of changing conditions at the site-but because of
increasingly difficult logistical issues.

Per NRC Japan team, one day training has been completed on the Bechtel pumping system. Self
Defense Force stands ready to move equipment out to the site, hopefully on site Sunday evening.

The U.S. Navy is sending two fresh water barges to the site. The first barge has been delayed due to
inclement weather, and there remain concerns about possible harbor damage from earthquake, which
could make it difficult to dock.

The NRC Reactor Safety Team has provided a coordinated (GEH, EPRI, INPO, NR, DOE) set of
recommendations pertaining to severe accident management strategies to the NRC team in Japan.
These recommendations were provided to the NRC Site Team. A slightly updated version will be
discussed this afternoon on a conference call with the principals for the purpose of obtaining
consensus. Chairman has provided input into the strategies.

The Nuclear Energy Institute has volunteered to provide the NRC with environmental sampling data
from U.S. nuclear power plants. Web-base system should be running on Monday. The NRC is sharing
this information with the EPA who is the central point of contact for this information.

Chuck Casto and John Monninger travelling to J-Village, which is less than 10 miles from the site
tomorrow to do recon to see if we can get better information or provide better support.

Liaison team is working a task to create a roadmap that analyzes summaries of Deputies calls in U.S.
and corresponding meetings in Japan. The goal is to ensure that roles and responsibilities for the
responding Agencies are clear and understood, and to help ensure that no conflicting or inconsistent
efforts are underway.

The White House has requested a couple page white paper on the safety of spent fuel storage, both
wet and dry. Looking for affirmation that spent fuel is safe.
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March 26, 2011 1500 EDT

Briefing Sheet
Fukushima Daiichi

Plant status updates:
* Freshwater injection to Units 1, 2, and 3. (source is a reservoir)
* Borated freshwater has started to be injected into Unit 2 (source is a reservoir)
* Water in turbine buildings of Unit 1, 2 and 3. Unit 1 has been de-watered.
* Electrical power is available up to all 6 units. For Units 1-4, the licensee is in the process of

meggering and testing components to see which ones can be safely energized. Lights are on in
the control rooms, and licensee is in the process of restoring ventilation.

Japanese government officials have recommended to residents living within 20 to 30 km of the site to
voluntarily evacuate their homes-not because of changing conditions at the site-but because of
increasingly difficult logistical issues.

Per NRC Japan team, one day training has been completed on the Bechtel pumping system. Self
Defense Force stands ready to move equipment out to the site Sunday.

The U.S. Navy is sending two fresh water barges to the site. The first barge has been delayed due to
inclement weather, and there remain concerns about possible harbor damage from earthquake, which
could make it difficult to dock.

The NRC Reactor Safety Team has provided a coordinated (GEH, EPRI, INPO, NR, DOE) set of
recommendations pertaining to severe accident management strategies to the NRC team in Japan.
These recommendations were provided to NISA/TEPCO but detailed discussions have not occurred.
An updated version will be discussed this afternoon on a conference call with the US principals for the
purpose of obtaining consensus. Chairman has forwarded NRC conditional recommendation to flood
up containments to Ambassador Roos and others.

The Nuclear Energy Institute has volunteered to provide the NRC with environmental sampling data
from U.S. nuclear power plants. Data has arrived and being provided to PMT for review. The NRC is
sharing this information with the EPA who is the US central point of contact for this information.

Chuck Casto and John Monninger travelling to J-Village, which is less than 10 miles from the site
tomorrow to do recon to see if we can get better information or provide better support.

Liaison team is working a task to create a roadmap that analyzes summaries of Deputies calls in U.S.
and corresponding meetings in Japan. The goal is to ensure that roles and responsibilities for the
responding Agencies are clear and understood, and to help ensure that no conflicting or inconsistent
efforts are underway.

The White House has requested a white paper on the safety of US spent fuel storage, both wet and
dry. NRR/NMSS preparing draft document for ET review today. Due to White House by Sunday
afternoon.

Vince Holahan (FSME) will travel to Pearl Harbor, HI Sunday to be an advisor to PACOM.

A
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March 29, 2011 0600 EDT

Briefing Sheet
Fukushima Daiichi

NISA press conference 20:45hrs 28 March - TEPCO injecting fresh water into Units 1, 2 and 3;
transitioning to temporary electric pumps for injection (all three units); Actions underway to pump water
from flooded turbine building basements into condensers/other tanks. NRC Site team advises that
turbine bldg water levels are not increasing.

The RST has developed a draft discussion paper on the Potential Leakage Paths to the Turbine
Building. This paper was vetted internally and discussed with others (GEH, INPO, NR); comments will
be incorporated prior to dispatch to site team.

Highly radioactive water (approx 100 R/hr) found in a "trench" (pipe and cable chase) outside Unit 2;
source of water unclear. TEPCO stated that this water is not flowing into the ocean, though the water
will overflow this trench if it rises about 1 meter (trench is 4 meters deep). There is water in the trenches
outside of Units 1 and 3 as well. Actions have been taken, or are in progress, to preclude contaminated
water in trenches from reaching the ocean (e.g., sandbags, etc.).

TEPCO is planning to install equipment to inert Unit 1 by 31 March.

One train of the Bechtel pumping system is being deployed to the site. Both barges are staged 40 miles
from site conducting pump testing. Resupply barge from ship anchored at sea. The GOJ has requested
help with shielding, removal of spent fuel, and robotics. The NRC Site Team indicates that TEPCO has
contracted with the Shaw Company for decay heat removal systems and debris removal.

NEI is serving as a focal point for collecting U.S. nuclear plant monitoring data in environmental
samples, and is developing an online database with data from US plants. NEI has committed to
providing NRC data until the protected web site is online and functioning (anticipated on 29 March).
NRC is sharing data with EPA and DOE in the interim. Press release from PA Governor regarding 1-131
found in rainwater may result in public interest, PMT working a dose assessment to provide perspective
(sharing with EPA for review).

The RST has provided a coordinated (GEH, EPRI, INPO, NR, DOE) set of recommendations pertaining
to severe accident management strategies to the NRC team in Japan. Revisions to the severe
accident management strategies are being considered in light of Unit 2 and Unit 3 containment
conditions, and environmental release concerns. Any revision will be fully vetted with all parties.

The EPA commented on NRC recommendations for temporary re-entry into evacuated areas. The
comments were incorporated into the original paper, and the paper was re-sent to NSS (WH). PMT
participated in NSS-sponsored call with Federal partners and no significant issues were raised. LT is
awaiting reply from NSS regarding how the paper will be provided to DOS.

The PMT evaluated information from TEPCO and NISA regarding levels of plutonium sampled on site.
The levels (5.4X1 0-1 Bq/kg) are very low, and below background levels applicable to the eastern range
of the Rocky Mountains (in the US).

ET director will provide PACOM the NRC's assessment of conditions at the Fukushim Dai-ichi plants
during a 15:00hrs 29 March IPC call, and whether conditions are getting worse. Vince Holahan has
arrived in Hawaii, and plans to meet with PACOM at 12:15hrs 29 March EST.

The NRC/Consortium call is being re-established at 10:00hrs 29 March. /

The Chairman is returning to U.S. at 11 :05hrs 29 March.
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March 30, 2011 0600 EDT

Briefing Sheet
Fukushima Daiichi

TEPCO injecting fresh water into Units 1, 2 and 3; and is using temporary electric pumps for injection (all
three units). Actions are underway to pump water from flooded turbine building basements into
condensers/other tanks. TEPCO plans to inject water into U-1 SFP from Cement Pumper truck on 30
March. Lighting returned to U-4 control room, however dose rates are preventing access. TEPCO is
considering spraying Zeolite on the outside and interior of the Rx Bldgs in an effort to minimize re-
suspension of fission products in the air but having difficulty planning application due to high dose rates.

Highly radioactive water (approx 100 R/hr) found in a "trench" (pipe and cable chase) outside Unit 2;
source of water unclear. TEPCO stated that this water is not flowing into the ocean, though the water will
overflow this trench if it rises about 1 meter (trench is 4 meters deep). There is water in the trenches
outside of Units 1 and 3 as well. Actions have been taken, or are in progress, to preclude contaminated
water in trenches from reaching the ocean (e.g., sandbags, etc.).

TEPCO is planning to install equipment to inert Unit 1 by 31 March.

One train of the Bechtel pumping system is being deployed to the site. Both barges are being moved to
the site (10 hr cruise), intending to arrive 30 March (some reports indicate that barges have arrived).
Resupply water ship anchored at sea. The GOJ has requested help with shielding, removal of spent fuel,
and robotics. The NRC Site Team indicates that TEPCO has contracted with the Shaw Company for
decay heat removal systems and debris removal.

NEI is collecting U.S. nuclear plant environmental monitoring sample data and has made an online
database available for viewing by NRC and other agencies.

The RST has provided coordinated (GEH, EPRI, INPO, NR, DOE) recommendations pertaining to severe
accident management strategies to the NRC team in Japan. Revisions are being considered in light of
suspected Unit 2 and Unit 3 core and containment conditions, and environmental release concerns. NRC
continues to recommend inerting containment and controlled flooding of containment. On 30 March the
RST plans to assemble experts to assess what possible means for an energetic release of fission
products might remain, given the extent of damage suspected to have already occurred.

The PMT evaluated information from TEPCO and NISA regarding levels of plutonium sampled on site.
The levels (5.4X10-1 Bq/kg) are very low, and below background levels applicable to the eastern range of
the Rocky Mountains (in the US) and also falls within a range of know plutonium background levels in
Japan.

Next Deputies Committee meeting at 08:00hrs 30 March EST, NRC Chairman's attendance is requested
and Deputies have expressed interest in NRC's assessment of conditions at the Fukushim Daiichi plants.

Vince Holahan arrived in Hawaii to support PACOM, working out of a SCIF. Routine call-in time to NRC
HQ is being established since Vince can't have his BlackBerry in the SCIF.

The NRC/Consortium call has been re-established. The request has been made that the NRC Site Team
act as a clearinghouse reviewer for consistency of requests to avoid duplication. The list will be shared
with the stakeholders. The daily calls will be at 20:00hrs EDT to support having a Site Team member
participate. Still working to get another entity to lead this effort (i.e., vice NRC).

IAEA Director General is convening a meeting of the member states regarding the events at Fukushima.
Seeking additional insight regarding the date, purpose and expected outcomes from Mark Schaeffer.

Chuck Casto is attempting to sort out some roles & responsibilities issues with other agency
representatives that have recently arrived in Japan (e.g, DOE/Sandia NL, Naval Reactors). /
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April 2, 2011 1500 EDT

Briefing Sheet
Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities:
No significant changes in plant conditions reported. U-1 containment pressure appears to be decreasing
(containment pressure went from 25 psig to 9 psig in a couple of days time). Need to firm-up premise that
established this.... is it a leak or cooling?
" Focused on coordination with other principal stakeholders.
" The Unit 1 containment inerting effort has been postponed for several days (originally planned for

Thursday 31 March, now not expected to occur before 4/9) while TEPCO continues to evaluate the
best means for accomplishing this task. High radiation levels in the area are a factor in the delay.
TEPCO does not appear receptive to or may not be able to flood containments.

* Japanese are trying to understand when the release will be measured in meters vice kilometers.(per
site team status phone call w/C.Casto)

" NSC/OSTP informed us that NSC/OSTP management, Drs. Fedder and Holdren determined
that the ST need not be run. Previous hypothetical STs and dose calculations have
provided contain enough information for the Embassy to determine radiological protective
actions and travel advisories, this status has been provided to the Ambassador (by
NSC/OSTP). NARAC efforts will not be pursued for this action.

* One train of the Bechtel pumping system is now on the Fukushima site, along with the first fresh
water barge. The second barge is being outfitted with a higher capacity transfer pump at Onahama
port prior to final move to the site, though this barge is being delayed because of problems with a
pump. The second train is in Australia, but the Site Team has confirmed that "there is no need for
further trains."

RST Overview and Priorities:

• Working supplemental paper on venting, provide basis working this with GEH, INPO, NR, EPRI &
DOE. 1430 phone call to finalize, then start concurrence w/Sr. Mgmt. hope to share w/site tonight.

" Working the SFP assessment paper. Some concern with U-4 SFP Structural integrity
* What are the marginal differences between feed/bleed and flooding (to include venting)? How can we

help with maximizing the feed/bleed? (Elmo questions). INPO & NRC provided initial strawman,
ongoing activity seeking others input.

PMT Overview and Priorities:

" Continue assessment of radiological conditions, dose projections and protective action
recommendations.

* Considering an assessment of what are the issues to be addressed in order to return US citizens
back to areas beyond the 50 mile EPZ - DOE has some assets in country to monitor for early
warning releases.

* Review source terms that have been developed for NARAC dose projections. ST are no longer being
reviewed based on OSTP feedback.

LT Overview and Priorities:

* LT to coordinate 2000 daily Consortium meeting. LT will send updated matrix and meeting
agenda to all participants by 1600 hours each day in preparation for 2000 hours phone call.

* Intend to raise media reports regarding "super" concrete pumper trucks being delivered from
SRS, and California.
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April 4, 2011 1500 EDT

Briefing Sheet
Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities:
* U-1 containment pressure is slowly decreasing (pressure now 7.8 psig) due to unspecified leak (Site

team indicates TEPCO estimates 10-30% leakage rate).
" Unit 1 containment inerting is expected to start tomorrow (4/5).
* Site Team developing global assessment using prior assessments/field data; supports high-level

discussion on protective actions, to be cleared by NRC, & given to US and Japanese Govt high level.
" Japan is dumping low-level radioactive water from the central radwaste tank into the sea to make

room for higher activity water from the Unit 2 turbine building. A smaller quantity of low-level
radioactive water is also being dumped into the sea from sub-drain pits of Units 5 and 6 to reduce
flooding of important structures and equipment.

RST Overview and Priorities:

" Venting containment and mitigating strategies position paper delivered to Site Team. TEPCO feed
rate has been reduced to 100 L/hr. RST is pushing to have the rate increased.

" Working with industry experts on recent questions (Elmo) to provide any recommendations to
minimize the probability of an energetic event if Japan continues with current feed/bleed operations.
INPO & NRC provided initial strawman. Site Team comments received. Updates from industry
experts received on 3 April. Team working on alternate methods for introducing nitrogen into the
system based on requests for assessment by TEPCO.

" Working on the SFP assessment paper to develop more specific strategies and recommendations for
the spent fuel pools. Working draft has been provided to industry experts for further development.

" Working on developing a paper to define what would be considered "stable" site conditions.

PMT Overview and Priorities:

* Japanese authority is now encouraging evacuation between 20 - 30 km.
* All restrictions on the consumption of drinking water have been lifted with the exception one

prefecture.
* TEPCO confirmed dose rates of 100 R/hr from cable storage pit located next to Unit 2 discharge

point, with a crack of approximately 20 cm on the sidewall and leaking directly to the sea. News
reports indicate the flow of this water is approximately 2 L/sec.

* Continue assessment of radiological conditions, dose projections and protective action
recommendations. Available dose information continues to show downward trends. Plan to work with
NOAA on ocean plume modeling once the contact is made. LT has obtained contact information for
the NOAA plume modeling expert, and has provided the information to the PMT.

* Determine if there are any radiological indications from decreased pressure in Unit 1.
0 Consider-issues to be addressed in order to return US citizens back to areas beyond the 50 mile

EPZ; NSC has directed that NARAC will not run a source term review because previous runs have
bounded the dose projections and there would be minimal additional value.

0 Two SNL severe accident experts are supporting the Japanese site team.
, WH inquiry about ocean plume modeling expertise.

LT Overview and Priorities:

* IAEA's Incident and Emergency Centre (IEC) is tracking offers for assistance; database posted on
ENAC. They need input from countries, including the U.S. LT provided the list to Mark Schaffer in
Vienna who will clear release of the list through UNVIE to IAEA.

• CDC will have an employee embedded with the LT on 4/5. The specific role of the individual
is undefined.
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April 6, 2011 1500 EDT

Briefing Sheet
Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities:

* U-1 containment pressure is slowly decreasing (pressure now 7.0 psig) due to unspecified leak (Site
Team indicates TEPCO estimates 10-30% leakage rate).

* Unit 1 containment inerting was scheduled to begin within past 8 hours. No update on progress as of
yet.

" Site Team developing "current state" assessment using prior assessments/field data; supports high-
level discussion on protective actions, to be cleared by NRC, and given to US and GoJ high level.
Plan is to include Sandia NL MELCOR and MACCS assessments (under development).

RST Overview and Priorities:

" RST continuing to work with consortium on defining "stable" site conditions, draft document has been
circulated. Document requested by Site Team to support alignment with NISA.

* RST is evaluating roles and responsibilities regarding the industry consortium now that INPO has
established clear communication paths and points of contact with TEPCO.

" SFP white paper has been drafted and sent to site team and consortium members for comments.
RST will provide an updated version late on April 6.

* RST drafted "one-pagers" on RPV injection rate and containment fill. Awaiting comments from
technical consortium. Once finalized, will be issued to site team and industry consortium.

* Will be coordinating with OPA, OCA, OGC and NRR to consider options associated with multiple
requests for RST Assessment(s) based on an article in the NY Times. Also, coordinating with OPA
regarding responding to recent media requests around the release of an NRC email on status of the
Unit 2 core and reactor vessel.

PMT Overview and Priorities:

" Continue assessment of radiological conditions, dose projections and protective action
recommendations. Available dose information continues to show downward trends.

"NOAV AnRd OSI-P rccnniga grOUP of agency reprcscntatiycs (NO.AA, OSTP, DOE, EPA, NSRC,
DOID (ODJitStaff), DOS, NSF) On oceanic tranSPOrt modeling and plan to mneet on
Thur•sdayFr•iday of this wock. An NRO staff Fmcmbcr will bc SUPPO-ting the ocean plume ROdcling
effe~ts.

" Working with EPA staff to determine if EPA plans to deploy RADNET monitors within Japan.
Preliminary answer is that EPA is focused on the long term planning and does not intend to deploy
RADNET monitors to Japan, however they will check back with NRC/PMT after discussing with EPA
management.

* To support Sandia National Laboratories offsite dose estimates using MACCS, a one year historical
data bank of meteorological conditions in Japan needs to be obtained. NOAA may have this
information. PMT should contact NOAA to see if this information can be obtained.
Tho embassy accepted all of NR's cmments on the draft memo from the embassy t DOS
regarding the return of embassy dep..dants to Tokyo. The momo will be expanded to dicuS
.Impacts if dependents do not retun

LT Overview and Priorities:

* IAEA's Incident and Emergency Centre (IEC) is tracking offers for assistance; database posted on
ENAC. LT provided U.S. list to Mark Schaffer in Vienna who will clear release of the list through
UNVIE to IAEA.
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April 6, 2011 1500 EDT

" Maintain a database of any actions assigned to the NRC during Deputies Committee or Principals
meetings.

* USAID has requested information on NRC site team regarding roles and responsibilities and time in
service, likely from a cost and budget perspective. The NRC team in Japan has provided a list of
names assigned to each team there (mirroring the ET, LT, RST, and PMT). LT contacted OCFO
regarding contingency planning should longer term USAID support of embedded NRC staff become
an issue.
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April 8, 2011 1500 EDT

Briefing Sheet
Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- No significant changes on status of reactors
- There will be an expansion of the site team to 11 people. The priority is to look for

replacements for people coming out. The senior level can be dropped to a Division
Director who can speak about radiation.

- If there is a shutdown Monday, we can operate for another week. All travel except that
related to the mission will be pulled. Monday the agency will begin identifying who is
essential.

- OEDO is preparing two memos, from Chairman to EDO and one from EDO to Chairman.
The memo would approve Ops Center going to 6 people. If the Chairman approves the
reduced staffing, Marty Virgilio sees Ops Center being heavy on reactor staff with some
PMT and LT staff and an SES manager.

- Jim Wiggins reminded the teams that naval reactors staff are not on shift work. As we
ask for things from the NR staff member in the Ops Center, make sure we understand
that person often needs to go to Headquarters, thus we may have to wait until the report
for work during the day.

- The pace of FOIA/Congressional inquiries has gone up. There is a different twist to the
Congressional inquiries. They are more asking why are we doing this, what are we
doing, and why are we treating this as an emergency. The basis for this is the view that
we have said the US plants are okay and the event is not in the US.

RST Overview and Priorities
- Briefing material for Chuck Castro to use with Secretary of State Clinton is being

prepared. Not much progress this shift.
- RST is considering a revision to its assessment now that inerting has begun. There is

currently a revision 1.
- The SFP assessment is with the site team for review.
- The perspective on the use of slurry in the SFP has been provided to the site team.
- Received final feedback from NRR on stable plant conditions document.
- Receiving information about water level. Appears to be above the floor but not above the

vessel.

PMT Overview and Priorities
- Comments were received from Jennifer Uhle last night on reentry guidelines are with

Trish Milligan to review
- Grab-and-go reentry guidelines were finalized March 28, 2011
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- There is a question about whether we can provide the draft Ambassador report on
reentry to PACOM. The decision was to first see if PACOM had the report.

- We provided the final Q&A on the difference between NRC and DOE on difference in the
evacuation zone distances on April 8, 2011

LT Overview and Priorities
- The LT is seeing how it can work to get several topics on the deputies agenda. These

include: grab and go criteria in the 50-mile EPZ, identifying the criteria for relaxing the
50-mile EPZ; what is rationale for reentry of voluntary departures; and agreement on
stable conditions for reactors. The RST and PMT are preparing one-page summaries of
these for use by the Chairman at the April 11 deputies meeting. The LT will prepare an
executive summary of the four, one-page summaries.

- The site team asked if the 8:00 call would be held today given DOE and DOD will not be
participating. The response is that the call is only facilitated by Headquarters not desired
by HQ. The site team was told that we will support the call if the site team believes it is
needed.
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April 8, 2011 2200 EDT

Briefing Sheet
Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- No significant changes on status of reactors
- OEDO memo was approved for Ops Center reduced staffing. New structure to be

developed/implemented by NSIR & ET Director.
- Teams should be reminded naval reactors staff are not on shift work
- The pace of FOIA/Congressional inquiries has increased.

RST Overview and Priorities
- Briefing material for Chuck Castro to use with Secretary of State Clinton is being

prepared. Second tier priority, meeting is anticipated the week of 17 April. Consider
engaging OCA to support Ops Ctr lead to ensure meeting the Secretary's needs.

- RST is considering a revision to its assessment now that inerting has begun. There is
currently a revision 1.

- The SFP assessment is with the site team for review.
- The perspective on the use of slurry in the SFP has been provided to the site team.
- Received final feedback from NR on stable plant conditions document.
- Receiving information about water level.

PMT Overview and Priorities
- PMT has lead to develop the "composite" document crafted, input from RST. Covers the

3 issues, 1. Grab n Go criteria, 2. Defining 50-mile EPZ re-entry criteria, and 3. Defining
stable conditions for Rx.

- We provided the final Q&A on the difference between NRC and DOE on difference in the
evacuation zone distances on April 8, 2011

LT Overview and Priorities
. The LT will prepare an executive summary/I-pager to support the "composite"
document.
The Consortium 8:00 call was held today. Next call to be Sunday, 2000hrs.
Ensure SitRep is not provided to States. Document is OUO, not for sharing outside Fed.
family.
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April 10, 2011 2200 EDT

Briefing Sheet
Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- No significant changes on status of reactors
- Documents are in Web EOC under ET Miscellaneous documents collection.
- "Major Document Matrix" updated to include "Purpose" of each. Need to maintain

current.
- Considerable concern has been raised by NR regarding T/O items being "dropped"

which could lead to major configuration control challenges.
- Reduced USAID staffing in support of the Japanese effort may pose challenges with

making travel arrangements for staff going to Japan.
- Alternative Ops Center strategy beginning 0700 to 1500 shift, Monday 4/11/11. Three

shifts, six staff w/Office support. Commissioners' Assistants briefings will be Tuesdays
and Thursdays 1000 EDT.

- Transition Plan to modify Ops Center operations finalized. Messaging-NRC is not
reducing its involvement, but is realigning its functions to better serve stakeholders.

- SitRep will continue to be provided in current form, but update frequency will be reduced
to once per day at 1800 EDT.

RST Overview and Priorities
- Secretary of State Clinton meeting is anticipated the week of 17 April.
- Provided "Simplified Stability" document to Site Team and PMT
- Ed Fuller provided analysis of U2 core ex-vessel events. Provided analysis to Site Team,

NR, GEH, and INPO. Comments due Monday,4/1 1.
- Global assessment draft received from Mike Hay 4/9/11 @ 2115. RST drafting input to

provide to site.

PMT Overview and Priorities
- PMT developed the "composite" document drafted, with input from RST. Will coordinate with

other agencies on Monday 4/11/11. T. Milligan also providing talking Pts for same. Draft of
the document to be provided to Marty Virgilio and Vince Holahan for comments.

LT Overview and Priorities
- The next consortium call will be Monday 4/11/11at 2000 EDT.

/
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April 11,2011 1500 EDT

Briefing Sheet
Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- A 6.6 magnitude earthquake occurred on 4/11 at approximately 17:15 (JDT) causing a

LOOP at the site and evacuation of workers was ordered. Water injection for Units 1-3
was disrupted for 50 minutes. Japan team to follow up on site response.

- No significant changes to status of other Japanese reactors
- GOJ revised their evacuation orders beyond the 20km radius in a modified keyhole

strategy. A briefing is scheduled for USFJ tomorrow.
- Site team will call the Operations Center at 08:30 following the Cabinet meeting. The

Chairman will join the call at 08:45.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. A process is being

developed for tasking actions to technical staff in the line organizations. An assessment
of the new process/staffing level will be developed by COB Thursday, 4/14, for Chairman
presentation on Friday, 4/15.

- USAID will be staffing down and NRC has requested 2 weeks notice to take over travel
processing and logistical support.

RST Overview and Priorities
- The RST has a copy of the Toshiba(Shaw) slides for review.
- Continuing work on RST Assessment and Global Assessment documents.
- RST believes that potential exists for a March 20 RPV breach in Units 2 and 3. GEH still

evaluating and does not believe breach occurred.
- Addressing Thomas Zerr (White House) questions.

PMT Overview and Priorities
- Provided comments to "Guidance for Return (Permanent Re-entry) of US Citizens to Areas

Around Fukushima Daiichi NPP." Included comments from RST, LT, and Japan site team
into Rev. 16. The paper is being restructured based on comments by Marty Virgillio.

- PMT will compare the information provided by the site team on the new evacuation
recommendations against the IAEA criteria (4/12).

- PMT working with line organization to answer White House request for information on low
level radioactive waste disposition.

LT Overview and Priorities
- The next consortium call will be Monday 4/11/11at 2000 EDT.

-LT working withhe ýýt en t lrf responsibilities fo oitcl upr n
document up~dates in support of the consor~tium calls.

-1Working to get an Areva POC for theirFu~kuIsjira Daitchi re~covery propo'sal to TEPCO.



April 11,2011 2200 EDT

Briefing Sheet Fukushima Daiichi
ET Overview and Priorities
- A 6.6 magnitude earthquake occurred on 4/11 at approximately 17:15 (JDT) causing a

LOOP at the site and evacuation of workers was ordered. Water injection for Units 1-3
was disrupted for 50 minutes. Japan team to follow up on site response. An6th6.4
magnitude earthquake at 6:38 a.m. (JDT); small fire at distribution switchboard
containing batteries located in sampling equipmentswitchbox. Fire was controlled.

- No significant changes to status of other Japanese reactors
- GOJ revised their evacuation orders beyond the 20kmn radius in a modified keyhole

strategy. A briefing is scheduled for USFJ tomorrow.
- Site team will call the Operations Center at 08:30 following the Cabinet meeting. The

Chairman will join the call at 08:45.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Process is being

developed for tasking actions to technical staff in the line organizations (redicket,). An
assessment of the new process/staffing level will be developed by COB Thursday, 4/14,
for Chairman presentation on Friday, 4/15. E-mail& Red ticket (sued to Michele Evans•
as lead for assessment of transition.

- ET turnover should consistof: one page briefing sheet, list of major documen~ts and
tasker list

- Sen. Murkowski will visit NRC Monday April18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman
for 30 minutes, then senior officialsthen Ops Center forshort tou-r. Will then hold press
conference - ED lea to prepare presentation.

- NNK reporting that the event at the nuclear plant ha~sbeeýn ralised to Level 7 on INES,
'scale.

- USAID will be staffing down and NRC has requested 2 weeks notice to take over travel
processing and logistical support.

RST Overview and Priorities
- The RST has a copy of the Toshiba(Shaw) slides for review.
- Continuing work on RST Assessment and Global Assessment documents.
- RST believes that potential exists for a March 20 RPV breach in Units 2 and 3. GEH still

evaluating and does not believe breach occurred.
- Addressed Thomas Zerr (White House) questions; response sent from RST.

PMT Overview and Priorities
- Provided comments to "Guidance for Return (Permanent Re-entry) of US Citizens to Areas

Around Fukushima Daiichi NPP." Included comments from RST, LT, and Japan site team
into Rev. 16. The paper is being restructured based on comments by Marty Virgilio.
PMT will compare the information provided by the site team on the new evacuation
recommendations against the IAEA criteria (4/12).
Redticket issuedto FSME to answer White House request for information on low level
radioactive waste disposition. Due Tuesiday COB

LT Overview and Priorities
-LT working with the Site Team to clarify responsibilities for logistical support and document

updates in support of the consortium calls.
-Sandra Sloan from Areva designed POC for Fukushima Daiichi recovery proposal to

TEPCO
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April 12, 2011 1500 EDT

Briefing Sheet Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- A 6.6 magnitude earthquake occurred on 4/11 causing a LOOP and site evacuation.

Water injection for Units 1-3 was disrupted for 50 minutes. MELCOR Analyis indicates'
potential f~or fuirther core~ damageiýn less 'than 10 hours.

-A64magnit~ude earthquake On 4112 at63 ~.(D) mllfr tdsrbto_
switchboardwas controlled. No significant changes to status of other Japanese reactors

- GOJ revisedi the INES Rating of the Fukushirna Daiichi Ev~en~tto reactors
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Process is being developed

for tasking actions to technical staff in the line organizations. Existing Tasks to be
transferred to new system. Assessment (M.Evans, NSIR Lead) of the new process/staffing
level will be developed by COB Thursday, 4/14, for Chairman presentation on Friday 4/15.

- ET turnover includes: one pager briefing sheet, ist o mjo documents and tasker list
- S ' Mikulskiwillvisit NRC Monda•t Aril t 8at0•00oa.. Will meet with Chirman form• 30

miuete eirofcas then Op5s Center for short tour. ~Will thenh~old press
confernce - EDO lead to preparespresentation.

- USAID will ransition support for NRC ~Japan Site Tieamj to NFC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1,
2011.tsf~r>

- Peteyons(DE) notes fom hsJapan Trip (April 5-8, 2011)can befou'nd hýer on the M
drive

RST Overview and Priorities
- The RST has a copy of the Toshiba(Shaw) Recovery Proposal slides for review.
- Continuing work on RST Assessment(R2) and Global Assessment documents. Comments

provided to Japan Team on proposed slides for high level briefing on Global Assessment.
- RST reviewing staff assessment that potential exists for a March 20 RPV breach in Units 2

and 3. GEH still evaluating and does not believe breach occurred.

PMT Overview and Priorities
-Trish Milligan (N.IR) revising "Guidance for Return (Permanent Re-entry) of •S•JCitizens to
Areas around Fukushlma D•iiCib•NPPj The paper is being restrctured to make.it a decisionr
paper on criteria for r~eentry. ~Topic for the 4/12 IPC Meeting.
Working through FSME to answer White House request for information on low level
radioactive waste disposition. Dues -Tuesday COB

LT Overview and Priorities
-LT working with the Site Team to clarify responsibilities for logistical support and document

updates in support of the consortium calls.
- Sandra Sloan from Areva designated POC for Fukushima Daiichi recovery proposal to TEPCO
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April 13, 2011 2200 EDT

Briefing Sheet Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- A 6.6 magnitude earthquake occurred on 4/11 causing a LOOP and site evacuation.

Water injection for Units 1-3 was disrupted for 50 minutes. MELCOR Analysis indicates
potential for further core damage in less than 10 hours.

- A 6.4 magnitude earthquake on 4/12 at 6:38 a.m. (JDT); small fire at distribution
switchboard was controlled. No significant changes to status of other Japanese reactors

- GOJ revised the INES Rating of the Fukushima Daiichi Event to Level 7.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Process is being
developed for tasking actions to technical staff in the line organizations. Existing tasks
to be closed or transferred to new system. Assessment (M. Evans, NSIR lead) of the
new process/staffing level will be developed by COB Thursday, 4/14 for Chairman
presentation on Friday, 4/15.

- ET turnover includes: one page briefing sheet, list of major documents and tasker list
- Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for

30 minutes, then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press
conference - EDO lead to prepare presentation.

- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1.
USAID will continue to support until May 1.

- Pete Lyons' (DOE) notes from his Japan Trip (April 5-8, 2011) can be found on the M
drive (M:\Japanese Earthquake & Tsunami Response\Japan One Pager\Documents mentioned in One-Pager)

- Agency Sitreps are scaling back to once per day prefer early release; need to determine
best time for NRC.

- OPA will host two producers from the CBS 60 Minutes show in the Ops Center on 4/14
around 1 p.m.

RST Overview and Priorities
- RST Assessment (R2) and plant stability determination sent to line organization

Assisting the Japan Site Team with the Global Assessment document as needed.
- RST reviewing staff assessment that potential exists for a breach in Units 2 and 3 RPVs.

GEH still evaluating and does not believe breach occurred.
- TEPCO verified water level in Unit 4 SFP-2.5m above fuel with rad levels at 8 rem/hr
- Working on response to Congressman Markey's questions

PMT Overview and Priorities
- Trish Milligan (NSIR) revising "Guidance for Return (Permanent Re-entry) of US Citizens

to Areas around Fukushima Daiichi NPP."
- Provided concurrence and comments to OSTP for technical basis to support Japan

Ambassador recommendation to not renew the voluntary authorized departure from
Tokyo.

- NRC to support NARAC request to update source terms based on informal White House
request.

LT Overview and Priorities
- LT working with the Site Team to clarify responsibilities for logistical support and

document updates in support of the Consortium calls.
- Since there will not be another Cabinet meeting until Thursday (JDT), it was agreed that

the next Consortium call will be Thursday evening at 2000 (EDT) (none on Wednesday)

A0



The Cabinet meetings in Japan are now being held on just Tuesday/Thursday. The Site
Team in Japan will discuss whether or not to move the Consortium calls to align with the
evenings that the Cabinet meets. Theywill let HQ know their preference.

Site Team has been experiencing some internet difficulties. To help resolve the issue,
the AT& T air cards were reactivated.
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April 15, 2011 1500 EDT

One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover includes: WebEoc turnover list, one page briefing sheet, list of major documents and

tasker list, and ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are static.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Process is being developed for

tasking actions to technical staff in the line organizations. Existing tasks to be closed or transferred
to new system.

- Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for 30 minutes,
then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press conference - EDO lead to
prepare presentation.

- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.

RST Overview and Priorities
- RST Assessment (R2) document will be lead by Tim Collins. Newinformation from NISAistobe

considered for incorporation into the'asessment documeint.
- Assisting the Japan Site Team with the Interim Comprehensive (formerly known as Global

Assessment) document as needed.
- eviewing the composite do~cument.

GEH evaluation has been receiv~ed and is under review., Informiation contrad-cts N-RC ~assess-ment.
R ST has developed a shift checklist to assure continuity of opera~tions.

PMT Overview and Priorities
- Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate phase

ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC). Japan Team also
reaching back to DOE as PAG results is being reported in DOE SITREPs.

- Cesium values reported in last DOE SITREP were exa-ggerated due-to an incorrect assumption
that did not account fo-r mountainous topography of the region. DOE will note this and correction
willbe m-ade in-4/16/11 DOE SITEREP.

- PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms.

- PMT, via the line organization, continues to work on the final "Composite" document.

LT Overview and Priorities
- LT working with the Site Team to clarify responsibilities for logistical support and document

updates in support of the Consortium calls.
- The Cabinet meetings in Japan are now being held on just Tuesday/Thursday. To support these

meetings, the consortium calls will move to Monday and Wednesday at 2000 (EDT).
- Site Team has been experiencing some internet difficulties. To help resolve the issue, the AT&T

air cards were reactivated.
- Mark Shaffer requested support for Under Secretary Hormat's (DOS) meeting with Chinese Vice

Minister regarding the nuclear situation in Japan. Referred to OIP for guidance.
- As of Saturday 4/16/11 the 'Liaison Tea will be repnil for the revision and distr-ibution of the

NRC Daily S-tatus Update.
SFSME nowhas the lead on the 2000 HHS call with 50 states and federal partners.

- Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the> Chines
gogvernment, OFP (Kirk Foggie / Steve Bloom are working).

- SEN Markey's office: One pit'standing qpestilon "was there a pressure vessel rupture on unit 2"?
GEH is performing analysis and was supposed to provide us an answer this evening (4/15). Tim
R i le y is O C A P O C . OA-
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Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update April 16, 2011 1200 EDT

USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update

April 16, 2011
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update

Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.

NRC's op Priorities

1) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.

2) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.

3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status

At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations, resulting in a reduction in staffing at the Headquarters
Operations Center. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.

Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.gov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.

On March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan reported that the Japanese had requested US
technical assistance for cooling the Fukushima Daiichi Units, as needed. The effort to provide
assistance is being coordinated by the US Ambassador.

The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this
recommendation.

The site team continues to work with TEPCO and NISA, providing recommendations that should
improve reactor and spent fuel pool cooling.
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To account for current plant conditions (e.g., inerting Unit 1 drywell and status of the fuel in the
reactor vessels), the NRC Reactor Safety Team (RST) is updating an assessment and
recommendations for the Fukushima Daiichi units based on the severe accident management
guidelines. The initial assessment included the input and concurrence of INPO, GEH, Electric
Power Research Institute EPRI), Naval Reactors, and US Department of Energy Office of
Nuclear Energy (DOE/NE) and was provided to the NRC Site Team in Japan.

The RST is seeking peer review of an analysis of the reactor vessel and core conditions for
Unit 2.

The site team, with support from Sandia, continues its analysis of the potential for a release and
time lines should a release occur.

The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.

The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities

Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortiurn / Contractor Activities

The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are held at 2000 EDT on days agreed to by the consortium.

Current UJnderstanding of Japanese Facilities

(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)

Fukushi:•a Daiiclii

The Japanese national government has encouraged evacuation for local residents in some
areas within the 20-30 km of the site boundary. This is a slight change from the previous
voluntary evacuation with shelter in place for the 20-30 km zone. IAEA confirms a no-fly zone
out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese government announced that it
is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to establish potential evacuation zones in
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case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet Secretary indicated this is being done because
plant conditions are not yet stable.

On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
.as a single event on INES. Previously, separate INES level 5 ratings had been applied for Units
1, 2, and 3. The provisional INES level 3 rating assigned for Unit 4 still applies. NISA notes that
while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the Chernobyl accident, their current estimated
amount of radioactive materials released is approximately 10% of the amount from the
Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)

Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope. Groundwater flow leads the ocean (Source:
Site Team 4/15). TEPbQcomp~letedpumping out low-level lquid rdwaste from thommon-
area radw•astebuilding and is now applying sealat"Ty fo
hi•.h-lvel lquid ra-dwaste. (Source: Site Teamhe. 4/16).i'• e...e..a....tefacilityfor

TEPCO ex#pects to havea tanke kbarge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Ton o~f liquid radwaste, giving them a totali of 60,400 Tons of l ' "'•i'quid rads tage capacity.
TEPGC estimates that atotal of 50,00 Tons ofhighly contarniated liqui radwaste wilhave
been generated onsite bythe end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).

As of April 1 4 at 21:30 UTC white soewstilobserved coming from iUnits 2,3 and 4
(Source: IAEA 4/16).

Unit] - (NRC Priorik: 1)
Core Status: Estimated 70% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:

JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV level 1/2 TAF (NISA4/8). The volume of sea water injected to
cool the core has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH,
US Industry). Vessel temperatures 1 190C at bottom drain, 19504C at FW nozzle (Source:
IAEA 4/16). RPV pressure (Ch A: 2ps-i", Ch B: 1i40psig) (Source: IAEA 4/16).

Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via fire extension line to FW line at 26.4 gpm (Source:
NISA 4/9). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH). Stuck open SRV
(Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting nitrogen (N2) to drywell
at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).

Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure increased to -13 psig,
torus pressure at ;10 psig and slowly increasing from N2 injection (Source: IAEA 4/16).

Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 366C (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain, overhead

thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).

Rad Levels: DW: 6830 R/hr (Source: NISA 4/8), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 1040 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
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Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).

fUrit 2 - (JNR( 'RPwrion,: 2)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:

JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level 3/5 TAF (NISA 4/8) Bottom head temperature 183.20C
(Source: TEPCO 4/13), feed water nozzle temperature 146.6100 (Source: IAEA 41/6).
RPV pressure: Ch A: -3.3 psig, Ch B: -2.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13). Stabilized at
atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9). May begin injecting nitrogen on
April 20, 2011 (Source: NHK).

Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 29.5 gpm fire line (Source: IAEA 4/16).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:

-1.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed

from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA 4/5), fuel pool temperature

450C (Source: JAIF 4/13). 36 Tons of water added 4/7 (Source: Site Team 4/8).
Rad Levels: DW: 2790 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 65.6 RFhr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);

Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at West gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF). The leak of contaminated water into the ocean has been stopped (Source:
Multiple Reports).

Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)

& nit 3 - (NRC ,Prio.riv: 3)
Core Status: Estimated 25% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:

JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). Bottom head temperature 121.E0 C, FW nozzle temperature:
91.20C (Source: IAEA 4/16). RPV pressure Ch A: -2.8 psig, Ch B: -12.5 psig (Source:
TEPCO 4/12). RPV level -2/5 TAF (Source: NISA 4/8). Stabilized at atmospheric
pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).

Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).

Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0.6 psig and Torus Pressure 9.8
psig (Source: TEPCO 4/12). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).

Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 590C estimated (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain,

overhead thermography from 4/15). Freshwater injection via SF cooling system and
spraying fresh water periodically into SFP (Source: IAEA 4/5). Fresh water sprayed via
concrete pump on 4/8 (Source: TEPCO 4/9). 5 (IAEA 4/14).

Rad Levels: DW: 1710 R/hr, Torus: 66.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).

Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)

Uhnit 4 - ('!IRC Priorit': 4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,

TEPCO).
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Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 370C (Source: JAIF 4/12, uncertain, overhead thermography).
Freshwater added via concrete pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source:
TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water added 4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water
spraying restarted by concrete pump truck on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). Water level
-2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The extent of fuel damage, if any,
is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may not be indicative of the actual
state of fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the isotopes from the water
sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has been suggested by the NRC Site Team, but
due to the complexity of obtaining samples from the pool, TEPCO has not planned
further sampling.

Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)

'ift 5 - (XRCPiorio,: 5)
Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.

Un4it 6 - (NRC Priority: 6)
Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.

NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection. Unit 4 is priority 4 because progress has been made in addressing the spent fuel pool
heat removal requirements, and the SFP area has indicated temperatures of less than 1000C.

Other Plants
There was no reported impact from the April 11, 2011 earthquake on other facilities.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update

The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.

The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite",
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The PMT will vet this document through Federal partners. The lead within
NRC is the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR) with NRR Support.

The PMT is coordinating a request from NARAC to review source terms and will assign line
organization staff to fulfill this request.

On April 14 2011, DOE stated in their 0600 ~Japan Earthquake Response Situation. Report that
cesium concentrations egtacte ottion( A spectral data 0Scotntr'ites

irstyear AG. This assumption didf not ccount forfte mountainoustopography of
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the region. DOE will note this and a correction will be made in the 4/16/11 DOE situatio'n report.
(Source: DOE 4/16)

International Response

" The US Embassy in Japan is preparing for the return shortly of US citizens who voluntarily
relocated from the Tokyo area and has issued a travel alert on the subject that can be found
online at: http://iapan.usembassy.,qov/e/acs/tacs-alert20 110415.html.

" The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.

" NRC has daily teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive, the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA and
Finland also participate intermittently.

" An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.

Reference

Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 X Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)

Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP - Spent Fuel Pool
SRV - Safety Relief Valve
TAF - Top of Active Fuel
RPV - Reactor Pressure Vessel
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update

April 18, 2011
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update

Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

Fukushima Daiichi

The Japanese national government has encouraged evacuation for local residents in some
areas within the 20-30 km of the site boundary. This is a slight change from the previous
voluntary evacuation with shelter in place for the 20-30 km zone. IAEA confirms a no-fly zone
out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese government announced that it
is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to establish potential evacuation zones in
case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet Secretary indicated this is being done because
plant conditions are not yet stable.

On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. Previously, separate INES level 5 ratings had been applied for Units
1, 2, and 3. The provisional INES level 3 rating assigned for Unit 4 still applies. NISA notes that
while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the Chernobyl accident, their current estimated
amount of radioactive materials released is approximately 10% of the amount from the
Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)

Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope. Groundwater flow leads the ocean (Source:
Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the common-
area radwaste building and is now applying sealant. The plan is to use the radwaste facility for
high-level liquid radwaste. (Source: Site Team 4/16).

TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).

As of April 14 at 21:30 UTC white smoke was still observed coming from Units 2, 3 and 4
(Source: IAEA 4/16).

On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restoration from the
Accident at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials . This plan envisions actions over the next-six to nine
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months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff is currently reviewing the document and seeking
Consortium input.

Unit 1 drywell continues to fill with water and is expected to reach TAF by April 27. Debris
cleanup continues and Zeolite is being placed around site to absorb Cesium. (Source: Site
Team 4/17).

STATUS as of 1200 EDT, April 18, 2011 (0100 Japan, April 19)

Unit I - (NRC Priority: I)
Core Status: Estimated 70% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:

JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV level ½ TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume of sea water injected to
cool the core has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH,
US Industry). Vessel temperatures 118 0C at bottom drain, 1900C at FW nozzle (Source:
NISA 4/16). RPV pressure (Ch A: 62 psig, Ch B: 141 psig) (Source: TEPCO 4/16).

Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).

Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure increased to 13 psig,
torus pressure at 10 psig and slowly increasing from N2 injection (Source: IAEA 4/16).

Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 360C (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain, overhead

thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).

Rad Levels: DW: 6830 R/hr (Source: NISA 4/8), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 1040 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).

Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).

Unit 2 - (NRC Priority: 2)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:

JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level 3/5 TAF (NISA 4/8) Bottom head temperature 115.30C
(Source: NISA 4/16), feed water nozzle temperature 142.81C (Source: NISA 4/16). RPV
pressure: Ch A: -3.3 psig, Ch B: -2.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13). Stabilized at
atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9). May begin injecting nitrogen on
April 20, 2011 (Source: NHK).

Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 29.5 gpm (Source: IAEA 4/6).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:

-1.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed

from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA 4/5), fuel pool temperature

450C (Source: JAIF 4/13). 60 Tons of fresh water added 4/10 (Source: IAEA 4/14).
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Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF). The leak of contaminated water into the ocean has been stopped (Source:
Multiple Reports).

Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)

Unit 3 - (NRC Priority: 3)
Core Status: Estimated 25% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:

JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). Bottom head temperature 121.30C, FW nozzle temperature:
91.10C (Source: NISA 4/16). RPV pressure Ch A: -4.4 psig, Ch B: -12.4 psig (Source:
NISA 4/16). RPV level -2/5 TAF (Source: NISA 4/8). Stabilized at atmospheric
pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).

Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).

Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0.6 psig and Torus Pressure 9.8
psig (Source: TEPCO 4/12). Drywell Temperature: 2700C (Site Team 4/16). Nitrogen
injection delayed due to problems accessing equipment (Source: NHK).

Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 590C estimated (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain

overhead thermography from 4/15). Fresh water sprayed via concrete pump on 4/8
(Source: TEPCO 4/9). -35 Tons added (IAEA 4/14).

Rad Levels: DW: 1710 R/hr, Torus: 67.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).

Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)

Unit 4 - (NRC Priority: 4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,

TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 370C (Source: JAIF 4/12, uncertain, overhead thermography).

Freshwater added via concrete pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source:
TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water added 4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water
spraying restarted by concrete pump truck on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). Water level
-2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The extent of fuel damage, if any,
is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may not be indicative of the actual
state of fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the isotopes from the water
sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has been suggested by the NRC Site Team, but
due to the complexity of obtaining samples from the pool, TEPCO has not planned
further sampling.

Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)

Unit 5 - (NRC Priority: 5)

Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.

Unit 6 - (NRC Priority: 6)
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Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power. -

NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection. Unit 4 is priority 4 because progress has been made in addressing the spent fuel pool
heat removal requirements, and the SFP area has indicated temperatures of less than 1000C.

Other Plants

There was no reported impact from the April 11, 2011 earthquake on other facilities.
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update

iAPEi 19,2M011
Earthquake /Tsunami Status Update

Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.

Historical and background information can be found in past reports.

NRC's Top Priorities

1) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.

2) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.

3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status

At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of i
April 1 1 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.

Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http ://www.nrc.qov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.

The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to'evaluate this
recommendation.

To account for current plant conditions (e.g., inerting Unit 1 drywell and status of the fuel in the
reactor vessels), the NRC Reactor Safety Team (RST) is updating an assessment and
recommendations for the Fukushima Daiichi units based on the severe accident management
guidelines. The initial assessment included the input and concurrence of INPO, GEH, Electric
Power Research Institute EPRI), Naval Reactors, and US Department of Energy Office of
Nuclear Energy (DOE/NE) and was provided to the NRC Site Team in Japan.

FuR ICI USEONLY
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The RST is seeking peer review of an analysis of the reactor vessel and core conditions for
Unit 2.

The site team, with support from Sandia, continues its analysis of the potential for a release and
time lines should a release occur.

The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.

The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreeiment State Facilities

Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities

The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium cal;s
are typically held daily on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are. held at 2000 EDT on days
agedt by the conso rtium for topics including~ supply needs, by GoJl.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities

(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)

Fukushima 0adchi

The Japanese national government has encouraged evacuation for local residents in some
areas within the 20-30 km of the site boundary. This is a slight change from the previous
voluntary evacuation with shelter in place for the 20-30 km zone. IAEA confirms a no-fly zone
out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese government announced that it
is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to establish potential evacuation zones in
case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet Secretary indicated this is being done because
plant conditions are not yet stable.

On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
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Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. The provisional INES level 3 rating assigned for Unit4 still applies.
NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the Chernobyl accident, their
current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is approximately 10% of the amount
from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)

Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope. Groundwater flow leads the ocean (Source:
Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from t•hecommon-
area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPOO is transferring highly radioactive water
from th~e Un'it 2,turbine building basemrent to the dwaste facility; expecting 26 days to
complete. (Source: Site Team 4/1 9).

TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).

As of April 14 at 21:30 UTC white smoke was still observed coming from Units 2, 3 and 4
(Source: IAEA 4/16).

On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restoration from the
Accident at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .... " This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff is currently reviewing the document and seeking
Consortium input.

Unit 1 drywell continues to fill with water and is expected to reach TAF by April 27. Debris
cleanup continues and Zeolite is being pjaced around site to absorb Cesium. (Source: Site
Team- 4/17).

TEPCO is considering qdding tboric acid to the core cooling waer

TEPCO is considering: 1) ntombmen~t of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage believed to
be emanating fromnthe suppression pool, 2-) trying to ascertain whfether the water in the Unity 2
b~asement may be coming fromranother unit, 3) requesting US assistance andlexpertise with
processing high level radwaste~ , nd 4~) finding inertingUnit 3 dlrywýýll difficult due~ to high rad
levels arnd debris in th ra

U it] - (., RC Prioritr: .)
Core Status: Estimated 70% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:

JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV level 1/2 TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume of sea water injected to
cool the core has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH,

........ . ..... Y
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US Industry). Vessel temperatures 11 5.26 at bottom drain, 170.210 at FW nozzle
(Source: IAEA 4/18). RPV pressure (Ch A: 62 psig, Ch B: 141 psig) (Source: TEPCO
4/16).

Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2 ) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).

Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure increased to 13 psig,
torus pressure at 10 psig and slowly increasing from N2 injection (Source: IAEA 4/16).

Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 360C (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain, overhead

thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64'assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).

Rad Levels: DW: 6830 R/hr (Source: NISA 4/8), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 1040 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).

Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).

Unit 2, (WC .Prioriv: 2)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:

JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level 3/5 TAF (NISA 4/8) Bottom head temperature 115.30C
(Source: NISA 4/16), feed water nozzle temperature 140.80p (Source: IAEA 4/18). RPV
pressure: Ch A: -3.3 psig, Ch B: -2.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13). Stabilized at
atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9). May begin injecting nitrogen on
April 20, 2011 (Source: NHK).

Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 29.5 gpm (Source: IAEA 4/6).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:

-1.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed

from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA 4/5), fuel pool temperature

4100C (Source: IAEA 4/18). 60 Tons of fresh water added 4/10 (Source: IAEA 4/14).
Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);

Outside site at plant gate(s):-4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF). The leak of contaminated water into the ocean has been stopped (Source:
Multiple Reports).

Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)

Unit 3 - (NRC Priority 3)
Core Status: Estimated 25% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:

JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). Bottom head temperature 112.70d, FW nozzle temperature:
101i.500 (Source: IAEA 4/18). RPV pressure Ch A: -4.4 psig, Ch B: -12.4 psig (Source:
NISA 4/16). RPV level -2/5 TAF (Source: NISA 4/8). Stabilized at atmospheric
pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).

Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
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Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0.6 psig and Torus Pressure 9.8
psig (Source: TEPCO 4/12). Drywell Temperature: 2700C (Site Team 4/16). Nitrogen
injection delayed due to problems accessing equipment (Source: NHK).

Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 590C estimated (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain

overhead thermography from 4/15). Fresh water sprayed via concrete pump on 4/8
(Source: TEPCO 4/9). -35 Tons added (IAEA 4/14).

Rad Levels: DW: 1710 R/hr, Torus: 67.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).

Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)

Uitit 4 - (ARC Priofi,: 4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,

TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 370C (Source: JAIF 4/12, uncertain, overhead thermography).

Freshwater added via concrete pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source:
TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water added 4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water
spraying restarted by concrete pump truck on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). Water level
-2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The extent of fuel damage, if any,
is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may not be indicative of the actual
state of fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the isotopes from the water
sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has been suggested by the NRC Site Team, but
due to the complexity of obtaining samples from the pool, TEPCO has not planned
further sampling.

Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)

U•,if 5 - (A;v. ( Priority: 5)
Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.

Unit 6 - (NRC Priority: 6)
Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.

NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection.

Other Plants

There was no reported impact from the April 11, 2011 earthquake on other facilities.

•- LJ Y
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April 20, 2011 1500 EDT

One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged. -
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Fukushima-Daiichi site staffing currently sits at 778.

RST Overview and Priorities
- Continued monitoring of Units. Units 2 & 3 vessel temperatures aretrendig down. Otherwise, no major

change in status.
- Received initial version of "Interim Comprehensive Assessment" document from Tim Collins. RST swing

shift and midnight shift will review and provide comments to Dave Skeen and Tim Collins.
- GEH provided high level feedback on TEPCO Roadmap, awaiting other consortium input.
- Video of Robots will be provided to Japan Site Team and the team is looking at options to share with

RST.
- Questions from Congressman Markey's staff were resent to NRR.
- GEH provided final analysis in nitrogen purging. Information forwarded to the Japan Site Team and the

consortium.
- GEH has indicated they will send us data to revise NRR's accident progression analysis. Initial

indication is that the new data will impact our conclusions on the location of the corium.
- Site tem reusedrve of SFP #4 aseset Sett R nd corro~sion.

PMT Overview and Priorities
- PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new

source terms.
- PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document, Rev. 6. Due to

Chairman by Wednesday, 4/20/11.
- EPA's re-entry guidance became available to staff. Paper related to Principal Level Exercise (PLE) -

NOT Japan event. PMT, via NSIR, reviewed paper against the "Composite" document and found that
they agree in use of intermediate phase PAGs. The papers differ in the late phase where the EPA
document invokes CERCLA risk criteria, and the NRC instead emphasizes ALARA for long-term
cleanup.

- Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings and also refining source terms. One Sandia rep to
remain in Japan for additional week. Japan Team PMT preparing for trip to Yokota AB, tentatively
Friday 4/22, to see monitoring capabilities.
Request from Japan PMT to coordinate review of two documents, Japan Regs for emergency
preparedness, planning and programs, for how they compare to U.S. PAGs. Review comments are
requested by Friday, 4/22/11 - task #4892 to NSIR.

- Forw••ded SNNL request forinformation onthe evacuatio (Non ificati( o rtf d evacuation timoes and
transportation rnithods) 'to the, NSIR POC (Michael Dudek),

LT Overview and Priorities
- Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese

government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared.
- Next Industry Consortium (supplies) call is scheduled for Thursday, 4/21/11 at 2000 - U.S. Embassy

Japan has the lead for updating the Request Matrix.
- Verified with White House that no Deputies meetings or IPC's are scheduled for Wednesday, April 2 0 th.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.

Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Fukushima-Daiichi site staffing currently sits at 778.

RST Overview and Priorities
. Continued monitoring of Units. Units 2 & 3 vessel te•peratur~es aretrending down. Otherwise, no major

change in status.
- Received initial version of "Interim Comprehensive Assessment" document from Tim Collins. RST swing

shift and midnight shift will review and provide comments to Dave Skeen and Tim Collins.
- GEH provided high level feedback on TEPCO Roadmap, awaiting other consortium input.
- Video of Robots will be provided to Japan Site Team and the team is looking at options to share with

RST.
- Questions from Congressman Markey's staff were resent to NRR.
- GEH provided final analysis in nitrogen purging. Information forwarded to the Japan Site Team and the

consortium.
- GEH has indicated they will send us data to revise NRR's accident progression analysis. Initial

indication is that the new data will impact our conclusions on the location of the corium.
- Site team requested review of SFP #4 assessme'nt. Sent to NRR 'and corrosion.

PMT Overview and Priorities
PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document, Rev. 6. Due to
Chairman by Wednesday, 4/20/11.

. Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings and also refining source terms. One Sandia rep to
remain in Japan for additional week. Japan Team PMT preparing for trip to Yokota AB, tentatively
Friday 4/22, to see monitoring capabilities.

- Request from Japan PMT to coordinate review of two documents, Japan Regs for emergency
preparedness, planning and programs, for how they compare to U.S. PAGs. Review comments are
requested by Friday, 4/22/11 - task #4892 to NSIR.

- Neadirested SNL req fr ivormatoonheacuation notuication method,evacuation times arnd
traspbati J~tods 'to LIA for IAEA POC.

LT Overview and Priorities
- Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese

government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared.
- Next Industry Consortium (supplies) call is scheduled for Thursday, 4/21/11 at 2000 - U.S. Embassy

Japan has the lead for updating the Request Matrix.
- Verified with White House that no Deputies meetings or IPC's are scheduled for Wednesday, April 20th
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USNRC Plant Condition Update

April 21 ,2011
Earthquake I Tsunami Status Update

Compiled by Liaison Coordinator

This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
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Fukushima Daiichi

IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to establish
potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet Secretary indicated
this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.

On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors.
NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the Chernobyl accident, their current
estimated amount of radioactive materials released is approximately 10% of the amount from the
Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and iAEA 4/12)

Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater than
previous measurements, based on isotopic analysis. Groundwater flow leads the ocean (Source:
Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the common-area'
radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive water from the Unit
2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting 26 days to complete. (Source: Site
Team 4/19).

TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000 Tons of
liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity. TEPCO
estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have been
generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).

On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restoration from the Accident at
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase action plan to bring
"the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate] the release of
radioactive materials . This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine months. (Source:
TEPCO 4/17). Staff is currently reviewing the document and seeking Consortium input.

TEPCO is considering adding boric acid to the core cooling water. (4/19)

TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of feed
and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. Concerns involve not having the
exact water level and how to dispose of the water in the drywell.
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TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage believed to be
emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in the Unit 2
basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US assistance and expertise with
processing high level radwaste, and 4) inertingUnit 3 drywell however difficult due to high rad levels
and debris in the area.

TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)

U nit I ....(NRC Piritj,: 1)
Core Status: Estimated 70% damage (Source: TEPCO), RPV level 1½ TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume

of sea water injected to cool the core has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core
plate (Source: GEH, US Industry). Vessel temperatures 11 3.3C at bottom drain, 153.4C at
FW nozzle (Source: DOE 4/21). RPV pressure (Ch A: 62 psig, Ch B: 160 psig) (Source:
IAEA 4/21f).

Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm (Source:
Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH). Stuck open
SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting nitrogen (N2) to drywell
at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).

Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, nitrogen gainjcti on 04107(JAIF
O4)high urity N injpt6n1bnon 04/08 (IAEk04/14), DW pressure steady at approx. 13
psig, torus pressure at 10 psig (Source: IAEA 4/20). Stuck qpen SRV (Site Team & TEPCO)

Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 360C (DOE 04/21 ). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete

pump truck (Source: DOE 4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies
from reactor to SFP in March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).

Rad Levels: DW: Failed (Source: TEPCO 4/16), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO 4/8),
Torus: Failed (Source: TEPCO 4/20), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate
(very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).

Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).

Unit 2 - (NRC Priority: 2)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), RPV Level 3/5 TAF (NISA 4/8) Bottom

head temperature 115.31C (Source: NISA 4/16), feed water nozzle temperature 134.7
(Source: IAEA 4/20). RPV pressure: Ch A: -3.1 psig, Ch B: -2.6 psig (Source: IAEA 4/20).
Level A =-59in, Level B=-8(DOE 04/21). Stabilized at atmospheric pressure since
3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9). May begin injecting nitrogen on April 23, 2011 (Source: Site
Team).

Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.8 gpm (Source: IAEA 4/20).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:

0 psig (Source: AEA 04/156).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed from

side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual). Site team ves that
kankV sRMal~so tcpn but TEPCO hias a cnt~rary opinion.

Spent Fuel Pool: SF has 587 bundles (GEH). Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA
4/5), fuel pool temperature 710C (Source: IAEA 4/20 Chemical analysis of SFP water shows
high cesium and low iodine levels, leading TEPCO to believe no spent fuel has melted, but
rather mechanical crushing of some of the fuel assemblies by falling equipment/structures.
Chloride levels from prior seawater additions raises concern for cladding corrosion. (Source:
TEPCO)
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Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF). The leak of contaminated water into the ocean has been stopped (Source: Multiple
Reports).

Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)

,7nir 3 - (NRC Priori:ty 3)
Core Status: Estimated 25% damage (Source: TEPCO); !548 assemblies -damaged; Bottom head

temperature 1.ý6C, FW nozzle temperature: ,100.2C (Source: IAEA 4/21) RPV pressure
Ch A: -6 psig, Ch B: -12 psig (Source: NISA 4/18). RPV level -2/5 TAF (Source: NISA 4/8).
Level Ain, Level B=89in04/15). Stabilized at atmospheric pressure since 3/22/11
(Source: IAEA 4/9).

Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump (Source:
Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).

Primary Containment: FR STsuspect"••ifalure, Drywell Pressure: 0 psig "IAEA 04/188) and Torus
Pressure 9 psig (IAEA 04/i8)). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).

Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: 514 bundles (GEH) - damage suspected (JAIF 031A). Low water level.

Temperature 530C estimated, indicato .failure (DOE 04/21). Fresh water sprayed via
concrete pump on 4/8 (Source: TEPCO 4/9). -30 Tons fresh water added 4/18. (Site Team
4/20).

Rad Levels: DW: 1570 R/hr, Torus: 59.4 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/19); Outside site at plant gate(s):
4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr debris outside
Rx building (covered).

Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 4 - (XRC Priority: 4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,

TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: 1331 s bul in SFP (GEH &iSA). ep and Levelindicator failure (NEaA04/08). Temperare 200 (Source: JAIF 4/1, uncertain, overhead thermography).

Freshwater added via concrete pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source: TEPCO
4/9). 100 Tons fresh water added 4/19;40 tons added 4/18 (Source: Site Team 4/20). Fresh
water spraying restarted by concrete pump truck on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). Water level
-2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The extent of fuel damage, if any, is
uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may not be indicative of the actual state of
fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the isotopes from the water sprayed into the
pool. Further sampling has been suggested by the NRC Site Team, and TEPCO is
considering.

Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)

U•nit 5 - (NRC Priorhi: 5)
Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
_Spent Fuel Pool: 946bu ndles (JAI)3. A.7 OC (AEA 04i/18). Cooling capability recovered (JAIF

Unit 6 - (ANRC Priority: 0)
Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
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NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on the
belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2 because of
the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This damage
requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary containment to
minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment may be nominally
functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and injection.

Spent Fuel Pool: 876 bundles (qýEH). 26.5 IC (IAEA 04/21 ). Cooling capa~bity recovered (JAIF

6000 bundles~ (~GE) m~aintained at 32 C (IAEA O4/07) on normal cooling

Other Plants
There was no reported impact from the April 11, 2011 earthquake on other facilities.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
- NRC reviewed and will provide to Japan Site Team Lead detailed comments on the TEPCO Roadmap
on 4/22. This assessment incorporated comments received from the Consortium. It will be provided to
the Japan Site Team Lead upon clearance from M.Virgilio (briefing scheduled for 1500 today).
- Held interactive consortium conference call, discussing government-to-government actions.
- Decision approved to suspend monitoring by Operations Center 24/7 over the weekend and resume
watch-standing on Monday, April 25 at 0700. However, staff support must be "on-call" over upcoming
weekend to support Japan Site Team as needed. Japan Site Team will be available, but will take a
breather, too.
- Providing details to appropriate NRC staff on SharePoint site for document retrieval.
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April 22, 2011 1500 EDT

One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking actions to

Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will continue to

support until May 1.
-NRC reviewed and will prvde to Japaný ite Team Le~addetailed cornet nteTPORampo

4/22.lThis assessment incrporated comments receivedfron the Consortium. Itwillbe providedto the Japan
'Site Team Lead upon clearance fromn M.Virgilio (bifn ceuedfr10 oa)

- Held interactive consortium conference call, discussing and updating 19 open government-to-government
actions.

- Decision approved to suspend monitoring byperatons Center 24/7 over the weekend an~d resUme watch-
standing on Monday, April25 at 0700. Howeyer, staff support must be "on-call' overupcoming weekendto

ujport Japan Site Team~ as needed. Japan Site Team will. be available, but will take a breather, too.
- Providing details to appropriate NRC staff on SharePoint site for document retrieval.

RST Overview and Priorities
- Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions at the units were static.
- Supported 20:00 Consortium call. Items 33 and 34 were linked to the Task Tracker items. Adieial Oa;#y

.jrqgusc•,cd fr Item 35 was closed•utint t s tRev1u.f Japan Site Team RST and the Ops
Center RST concur that these items should not be tracked on the larger consortium and should be moved to
the technical consortium to resolve.
NRR is reviewing the TEPCO roadmap and will have analysis complete on day shift April 22. NRR will forward
draft to NRR management team, the Ops Center, and the Japan Site Team when complete.
NRR is reviewing JNES assessment of the possible scenarios that resulted in the Unit 4 explosion. Analysis
will be provided April 22.

- Received "RST Assessment Rev. 2" from NRR, RST to resolve apparent conflicts over the swing shift and
midnight shift and returned to NRR for consortium concurrence by Wednesday, April 27.

- "Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment) will be worked by NRR
with data from previous two assessment document; target completion by Friday, April 29.

PMT Overview and Priorities
- PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document aligning it with Japan's

evacuation instruction, commensurate with a "Travel Advisory." Goal: Receive Line Organization comment
by COB Tuesday April 26, and release document to the Federal Family middle of next week.

- Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings, and investigating agricultural and marine impacts.
- Request from Japan PMT to evaluate "Waste Container" and radionuclide in MOX sludge.- Status unknown.
. Onr4/21 Commission TAs ihquired if any action is beingtketo modify the source term. NARAC has been

asked to perform more runs with u.pdaoed rei.se rat s re-created from the accidents.

LT Overview and Priorities

Next Industry Consortium (supplies) call is scheduled for Tuesday, 4/26/11 at 2000 (EDT) - U.S. Embassy
Japan will send the Request Matrix out for updating.
Working with Japan Site Team to determine approximate number of US Citizens who live within the 12 and 50
mile radius of the Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.
Working with EPA to assist in a request from the US -Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo to help
them obtain acceptable shipping containers for radioactive materials. Forwarded the request for

Information to HeOen Petersonin the Foreg nommercialServices Unit of ourmbass inJapa as
requepsted.



April 25, 2011 1500 EDT

One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.

Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking actions to
Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).

- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will continue to
support until May 1.-NRC reviewd a Lrovid eT ea Ld detailed comments onthe ..... __admap on 4/22.
This assessment incorporated comments received from the Consortium. The Jap Team prov de

comments back to the RST. Comments were then provided to Fred Brown for closur~e on 4/25. Awaiting
internal concurren~e 'from the Cons'ortium on the Roadma p.

- Held interactive consortium conference call, discussing and updating 19 open government-to-government
actions.

- Provided details to appropriate NRC staff on SharePoint site for document retrieval.

RST Overview and Priorities
- Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions at the units were static.
- NRR is reviewing the TEPCO roadmap. Input has been received from the NRC Site Team. Goal is to have

document back to Site Team by COB 4/25.
- Received "RST Assessment Rev. 2" from NRR, RST provideidfinal draft for consortium concurrence on 4/22.

Goalis to provide tJapan Site Team iby COB on Wednesdy, April 27.
- "Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment) will be worked by NRR

with data from previous two assessment document; target completion by Friday, April 29.

PMT Overview and Priorities
- PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document (49,ý5 aligning it with

Japan's evacuation instruction, commensurate with a "Travel Advisory." Goal: Receive Line Organization
comment by COB Tuesday April 26, and release document to the Federal Family middle of next week.

- Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings, and investigating agricultural and marine impacts.
On 4/25, Nedus right (NSIR)t btainled iformation fromes a U./2 news ra t that ( t) Navy Japang will sen
debris fields and is going to follo dupwtine aHpoximlahan teh if tthens y wlve nitor for
radioactivity.

-Also, on 4125, from~ Ned Wright, informaton that NOAA was going to put the plume modeling on hold for 2
weeks. Ned contacted NOAA and NOAA saidTthat the governmeit otf Jaipan has rceqested input frornae
representatives. There is a 2 week or more delay' due to t..reresentatives' arrival The Liaison Teamrn is
going t~o check with Chc at to determine,4the Ambassador's needs.

LT Overview and Priorities
- Next Industry Consortium call scheduled for Tuesday, 4/26/11 at 2000 (EDT) - U.S. Embassy Japan will send

the Request Matrix out for updating.
- Working with Japan Site Team to determine approximate number of US Citizens who live within the 12 and 50

mile radius of the Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.
- US -Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo requested help in obtaining acceptable shipping containers

for radioactive materials. Heln'iPeterson, in the Foreign Commrercial Services Unit US Embassy Japan has
(his for action.
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April 25, 2011 1500 EDT

One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking actions to
Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will continue to
support until May 1.
NRC reviewed and provided to Japan Site Team Lead detailed comments on the TEPCO Roadmap on 4/22.
This assessment incorporated comments received from the Consortium. The Japan Site Team provided
comments back to the RST. Comments were then provided to Fred Brown for closure on 4/25. Awaiting
internal concurrence from the Consortium on the Roadmap.

- Held interactive consortium conference call, discussing and updating 19 open government-to-government
actions.

- Provided details to appropriate NRC staff on SharePoint site for document retrieval.

RST Overview and Priorities
- Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions at the units were static.
- NRR is reviewing the TEPCO roadmap. Input has been received from the NRC Site Team. Goal is to have

document back to Site Team by COB 4/25.
- Received "RST Assessment Rev. 2" from NRR, RST provided final draft for consortium concurrence on 4/22.

Goal is to provide to Japan Site Team by COB on Wednesday, April 27.
- "Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment) will be worked by NRR

with data from previous two assessment document; target completion by Friday, April 29.

PMT Overview and Priorities
- PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document (4969) aligning it with

Japan's evacuation instruction, commensurate with a "Travel Advisory." Goal: Receive Line Organization
comment by COB Tuesday April 26, and release document to the Federal Family middle of next week.

- Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings, and investigating agricultural and marine impacts.
- On 4/25, Ned Wright (NSIR) obtained information from a U.S. news report that the Navy is tracking floating

debris fields and is going to follow up with Vince Holahan (FSME) to determine if they will monitor for
radioactivity. Follow-upince Hiahan at PGO6Mrough rack tsunam debsfi

ilher Ncler Accidnt Workithng. Gru etn. The response was the University of Hl'awaiiti doing'some
taknunecotr ac with NO SCatGar ilpoal be tagged to mionitor the debris field as it
mr~iigrates eastward. Othier assets are mhonitoring the situation as well.

- Also on 4/25, from Ned Wright, information that NOAA was going to put the plume modeling on hold for 2
weeks. Ned contacted NOAA and NOAA said that the government of Japan has requested input from IAEA
representatives. There is a 2 week or more delay due to the representatives' arrival. The Liaison Team is
going to check with Chuck Casto to determine the Ambassador's needs. OntheJ13Qk5cllwith Chuck Casto
th esnfrtedlvwscmuiae and he stated he hadno immediate concerns in this area.

LT Overview and Priorities
- Next Industry Consortium call scheduled for Tuesday, 4/26/11 at 2000 (EDT) - U.S. Embassy Japan Will send

the Request Matrix out for updating.
- Working with Japan Site Team to determine approximate number of US Citizens who live within the 12 and 50

mile radius of the Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.
- US -Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo requested help in obtaining acceptable shipping containers

for radioactive materials. Helen Peterson, in the Foreign Commercial Services Unit US Embassy Japan has
this for action.



April 25, 2011 1500 EDT

One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking actions to
Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will continue to
support until May 1.
N -RCreviewed a proidetoJapanSte TeamLead detdil comments on the TEPCO Roadmapon4/2
This assessment incorporated comments receivedf the Consortium. The Japan Site Team provided
comments back to the RST. Comments were thenproyvided to Fred Brown for closuren 4125. Awaiting
Ante~rnal concurr~ence from the Consortium an the Roadmap.
Held interactive consortium conference call, discussing and updating 19 open government-to-government
actions.
Provided details to appropriate NRC staff on SharePoint site for document retrieval.

RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions at the units were static.

- NRR is reviewing the TEPCO roadmap. Input has been received from the NRC Site Team. Goal is to have
document back to Site Team by COB 4/25.

- Received "RST Assessment Rev. 2" from NRR, RST provided final draft for consortium concurrence on 4/22.
Ga[ is t•reviderp JapancnesTeam bymCOB on Wednesday, April 27.

- "Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment) will be worked by NRR
with data from previous two assessment document; target completion by Friday, April 29.

PMT Overview and Priorities
- PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document (4969) aligning it with

Japan's evacuation instruction, commensurate with a "Travel Advisory." Goal: Receive Line Organization
comment by COB Tuesday April 26, and release document to the Federal Family middle of next week.

- Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings, and investigating agricultural and marine impacts.
-~ "The Japanese goverinment will begin euthanizing deb~iktated and dying hivestock within the No-go zone (20km

around site) orn or after4/5.heernment musha own consent to euthanize .Euthanized animals
willebe disinfected with slaked lime and wrapped in vinyl sheeting. Prefectural gove rnment staff and
veterinariansare in car wth a day maximumexposure limit of 5'04mSv; At this tim•lethey,
wiyll not work in a few to'n with relatively higher radiation' levels

- On 4/25, Ned Wright (NSIR) obtained information from a U.S. news report that the Navy is tracking floating
debris fields and Sc g•oig to fl"low up witht r-nc lhn (FM•SE) todetormine if they will monitr for
radieae0 ' ' Vince Holahan (PACOM) provieded informatii'on that theUnive'rsity of Hawaiil•s tracking this .under
jrontract with NOAA, an~d that th USCatGadwl poal etse o moniitor the 'debris fiei'd~ asit
migres eastward. Other assets are monitoringthe situatiton as wýýl.

- Also on 4/25, frNed-Wight, wece ve nformation that NOAA was going to put the plume modeling on
hold for 2 weeks. Nod contacted NOAA and NOAA said that the government of Japan has requested input
from IAEA representatives. There is a 2 week or more delay due to the representatives' arrival. The-LiaiseR
Team ic going to check with Chuck Casto to detormine the Ambassador's eeds-.

LT Overview and Priorities
- Next Industry Consortium call scheduled for Tuesday, 4/26/11 at 2000 (EDT) - U.S. Embassy Japan will send

the Request Matrix out for updating.
- Working with Japan Site Team to determine approximate number of US Citizens who live within the 12 and 50

mile radius of the Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.
- US -Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo requested help in obtaining acceptable shipping containers

for radioactive materials. Helen'Peterson,in the Foreign gCommnercial'Services UnitUS Enmbasssya an•
,this for ac~tion.
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USNRC Plant Condition Update

Aprl 26, 2011
Earthquake I Tsunami Status Update

Compiled by Liaison Coordinator

This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.

•liehneTSN RjaU Plnt Conditiojn aa ýepill bIbisfribiuted at 1200 ED Ion Wedesda.ý,

Fuhushima Da)ii

IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to establish
potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet Secretary indicated
this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.

On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors.
NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the Chernobyl accident, their current
estimated amount of radioactive materials released is approximately 10% of the amount from the
Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)

Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater than
previous measurements, based on isotopic analysis. Groundwater flow leads the ocean (Source:
Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the common-area
radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive water from the Unit
2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting 26 days to complete. (Source: Site
Team 4/19).

TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000 Tons of
liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity. TEPCO
estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have been
generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).

On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restoration from the Accident at
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase action plan to bring
"the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate] the release of
radioactive materials . This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine months. (Source:
TEPCO 4/17). Staff is currently reviewing the document and seeking Consortium input.

TEPCO is considering adding boric acid to the core cooling water. (4/19)

TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of feed
and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. Concerns involve not having the
exact water level and how to dispose of the water in the drywell.

1
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TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage believed to be
emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in the Unit 2
basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US assistance and expertise with
processing high level radwaste, and 4) inertingUnit 3 drywell however difficult due to high rad levels
and debris in the area.

TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive

sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)

Ulii. -. ([NRC Priority: 1)
Core Status: Estimated 70% damage (Source: TEPCO), RPV level 1/2 TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume

of sea water injected to cool the core has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core
plate (Source: GEH, US Industry). Vessel temperatures 1 1.30C at bottom drain, 137.7'C at
FW nozzle (Source: DOE 4/21). RPV pressure (Ch A: 78 psig, Ch B: 18]q psig) (Source:
IAEA 4/25).

Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm (Source:
Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH). Stuck open
SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting nitrogen (N 2) to drywell
at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).

Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage DW pressure decreased to 10 psig,
torus pressure at 10 psig and slowly increasing from N2 injection (Source: IAEA 4/18).

Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 360C (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain, overhead

thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE 4/3).
SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).

Rad Levels: DW: 6830 R/hr (Source: NISA 4/8), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 1080 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mRlhr at west
gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,

TEPCO).

Unit 2 - (NW.C Priorily: 2)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source: JAIF,

NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level 3/5 TAF (NISA 4/8) Bottom head temperature no data, feed water
nozzle temperature 122.9°C (Source: DOE 4/25). RPV pressure: Ch A: 12 psig, Ch D: 11 psig
(Source: DOE4/25). Stabilized at atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9). May
begin injecting nitrogen on April 20, 2011 (Source: NHK). Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting
at 30.8 gpm (Source: IAEA 4/20).

Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
Q psig (Source: IAEA 04/15).

Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed from
side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).

Spent Fuel Pool: Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA 4/5), fuel pool temperature

R 71.1C (Source: DOE 4/25). 60 Tons of fresh water added 4/10 (Source: IAEA 4/14).
Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);

Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF).

Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
,'liit 3 - ('RC Prio rt: 3)
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Core Status: Estimated 25% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 110.8'C,
FW nozzle temperature: 74.60C (Source: IAEA 4/25/2011). RPV pressure Ch A: 0 psig,
Ch B: 0 psig (Source: IAEA 4/18). RPV level -2/5 TAF (Source: NISA 4/8). Stabilized at
atmospheric pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).

Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: IAEA 4/25). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).

Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0 ps'ýi:g and Torus Pressure 9
psig (Source: IAEA 4/18). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).

Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 41.60C estimated (Source: DOE 4/25), Fresh

water sprayed via concrete pump on 4/8 (Source: TEPCO 4/9). -30 Tons added on 4/18
(site team 4/20).

Rad Levels: DW: 1740 Rhr, Torus: 67.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 RPhr
debris outside Rx building (covered).

Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)

ILnit 4 - (ARC Priority: 4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,

TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 200C (Source: JAIF 4/18). Freshwater added via concrete pump

4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source: TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water added
4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water spraying, restarted by concrete pump truck on
4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). Water level -2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO,
uncertain). The extent of fuel damage, if any, is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from
the pool may not be indicative of the actual state of fuel in the pool and may be more
indicative of the isotopes from the water sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has
been suggested by the NRC Site Team, but due to the complexity of obtaining samples
from the pool, TEPCO has not planned further sampling.

Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)

1Unit 5.- tK(NRCC .P Iy: 5)
Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.

Unit 6 - (iV/RC.PIriorhv: 6)
Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.

NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection.
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Oth f PPaits

There was no reported impact from the April 11, 2011 earthquake on other facilities.
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April 27, 2011 0700 EDT

One-Pager - Fukushima Dalichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking actions to

Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will continue to

support until May 1.
- NRC reviewed and provided • o Japan SiteTea'm Lea• the analysis °of the adequacyof the TEPCO Road•ap

on Aprll 25. This dlocumenrt~was also sent to the Consortium fo omntb /7

RST Overview and Priorities
- Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions at the units were static.
- Completed NRC review of the TEPCO Roadmap, which was provided to the site team. NRC review will be

provided to Japanese Government early Tuesday morning (Japan time). Consortium to provide comments on
accuracy only by COB Wednesday, April 27.

- No further work will be done on the RST assessment or the "Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global
Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment).

- Japan Team priorities ar~e now in order of iipurt'ancell1. Waste Water Maaeet 2.Eai n aln
insOrmewntation. and3. Decay heat removal.

Praniart the ~iearthquake/suais ttandi nucleas acietnprxmtly10 .. ctzn ivdwti0mlso

F kSandma ha nd outside the if U3 hasunot gone eO lvesa lfitl on't. Radiation leatirejctions off thebotoe Thoea ile tahoemmodate the dery hieai load even if water contact with the lowra headcannotbte
attained by containment flooding.

PMT Overview and Priorities
PMTe the Request Mgatizatioun co udtinues to workn the fial "Composite" document (item #49) toprovde,
recm Jmeap tionis Stray of US citizens back into the 50 mile evacuation zone an aligning
recommnmdations with Japan's evauto intutos comnuaewt TavelAdvisory." The
documaentoc marifals.viw by HlenPtrcy main ag ement.

-Prior to the earthquake/tsunami and nuclear accident, approximately 1200 U.S. citizens lived within 50 miles of
Fukushima and outside the 20 km evacuation zone. Only a handful of U.S. citizens lived inside the 20 km
zone. Those inside the 20 km zone were English language instructors on temporary assignment.

LT Overview and Priorities
- Next Industry Consortium call scheduled for Tuesday, April 26, 2011 at 2000 (EDT) - U.S. Embassy Japan will

send the Request Matrix out for updating.
- U.S.- Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo requested help in obtaining acceptable shipping containers

for radioactive materials. Helen Peterson in the Foreign Commercial Services Unit U.S. Embassy Japan has
this for action.
Earlier today the~ Executive Te~ain sent out a mnessage stating future updat~es of' the USNRC Status ~Updatewi

be loaded to ~the Japan Share-Poirt page at h~p. nrc1dv. You may~ subscribe to em'ail alerts thro&ugh
the SharePoint page (instructions in 2 )d attachment). Several people respon~ded stating they were unable to
;+ccelsg Sharepoint via their Blackberry. The cornputer flswrcotteanatrivstig'ating the'y said
culrrently you 'cannot acces th .rpitst rmyou)r Blackberry. Computer sppprt iswork~ing with OIS
to correct.



From: Hoc, PMT12

Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 12:44 PM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: RE: Japan One Pager for 1500 Updates

As requested, PMT's input...

PMT Overview and Priorities
<PMT, via the line organization, completed work on the final "Composite" document (item #4969) to provide

recommendations for re-entry of US citizens back into the 50 mile evacuation zone and aligning
recommendations with Japan's evacuation instructions commensurate with a "Travel Advisory."The document is
infinal revievby NSIR management who plan toeconduct a meeting this afternoon with key f ensure
con~sensu on the final version ofth paper.
OPA has been contactedto obtain ter feedback regad eas that maybe
issued by NRC in conjunctionw.ith a Department of State travel advisory related to.relaxation of the 50 mi
evacuation recommnredation,
M. Virgilio indicated that he would like to send the compostedocumenttouthto federa agen corporate

commntsandfinalize the document by the end of this week.

From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 11:25 AM
To: Hoc, PMT12; RST01 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc; Kokajko, Lawrence
Subject: Japan One Pager for 1500 Updates

Please have updates to me by 1330.

Thank You,

S



t, April 27, 2011 1500 EDT

One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.

- Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally static.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for

tasking actions to Line Organizations' See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1.
- NRC reviewed and provided to Japan SiteTeam Lead the analysis of the adequacy of the

TEPCO Roadmap on April 25. Consortium commented on April 27. Final product due April 29.
- NRC internal review of composite report ongoing with plans to seek interagency review, finished

product due by April 29
Site Team priorities: (1) water management; (2) erratic instrumentation behavior; and (3) decay
heat removal.

RST Overview and Priorities
- Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions at the units were static.
- Completed NRC review of the TEPCO Roadmap, which was provided to the site team. NRC

received favorable comments from Japanese government. Agreed on comments related to using
risk assessment to reduce risk, safety culture, human factors, sharing information and lessons
learned, and independent oversight. They are looking to get IAEA and WANO added to future
independent reviews. Consortium to provide concurrence by 1600 EDT, Wednesday, April 27.

- No further work will be done on the RST assessment or the"Interim Comprehensive Assessment"
(Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment).

- Japan Team priorities are now in order of importance: 1. Waste Water Management, 2. Erratic
and failing instrumentation, and 3. Decay heat removal.

- Sandia has provided analysis that if U3 has not gone ex-vessel, it won't. Radiation heat rejection
off the bottom head will accommodate the decay heat load even if water contact with the lower
head cannot be attained by containment flooding.

- Unit 1 RPV injection increased from 5.9 m3/hr to 10 m3/hr. Looking for a change in Rx vessel
bottom head temperature as an indication of water level. No data at this time.

PMT Overview and Priorities
PMT, via the line organization, completed work on the final "Composite" document (item #4969)
.to provide recommendations for re-entry of US citizens back into the 50 mile evacuation zone and
aligning recommendations with Japan's evacuation instructions commensurate with a "Travel
Advisory." The document is in final review by NSIR management who plan to conduct a meeting
this afternoon with key staff to ensure consensus on the final version of the paper.
OPA has been contacted to obtain their feedback regarding the content of any press release(s)
that may be issued by NRC in conjunction with a Department of State travel advisory related to
relaxation of the 50 mi evacuation recommendation.
M. Virgilio indicated that he would like to send the composite document out to federal agencies,
incorporate comments, and finalize the document by the end of this week.

LT Overview and Priorities
U.S. - Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo requested help in obtaining acceptable
shipping containers for radioactive materials. Helen Peterson in the Foreign Commercial
Services Unit U.S. Embassy Japan has this for action.
Earlier today, April 26, 2011, the Executive Team sent out a message stating future updates of
the USNRC Status Update will be loaded to the Japan SharePoint page at http://nsir-
ops.nrc.gov/. You may subscribe to email alerts through the SharePoint page (instructions in 2 nd
attachment). Several people responded stating they were unable to access SharePoint via their
Blackberry. The computer folks were contacted and after investigating they said currently you
cannot access the SharePoint site from your Blackberry.
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The ~TAs and GAs 100bO briefi~ng, call neds to be rescheduiled dye to the Ja'panISBO
Commnission meeting. Th~e call is tentatively moved to 1430 on Thursday.
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April 27, 2011 2200 EDT

One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally static.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for

tasking actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1.

NRC reviewed and provided to Japan Site Team Lead the analysis of the adequacy of the
TEPCO Roadmap on April 25. Consortium commented on April 27. Final product due April 29.
NRC internal review of composite report ongoing J(NS(Rlead) with plans to seek interagency
review, finished product due by April 29
Site Team priorities: (1) water management; (2) erratic instrumentation behavior; and (3) decay
heat removal.

RST Overview and Priorities
. Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions at the units were static.
- Completed NRC review of the TEPCO Roadmap, which was provided to the site team. NRC

received favorable comments from Japanese government. Agreed on comments related to using
risk assessment to reduce risk, safety culture, human factors, sharing information and lessons
learned, and independent oversight. They are looking to get IAEA and WANO added to future
independent reviews. Consortium to provide concurrence by 1600 EDT, Wednesday, April 27.

. No further work will be done on the RST assessment or the"Interim Comprehensive Assessment"
(Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment).

. Japan Team priorities are now in order of importance: 1. Waste Water Management, 2. Erratic
and failing instrumentation, and 3. Decay heat removal.

. Sandia has provided analysis that if U3 has not gone ex-vessel, it won't. Radiation heat rejection
off the bottom head will accommodate the decay heat load even if water contact with the lower
head cannot be attained by containment flooding.
Unit 1 RPV injection increased from 5.9 m3/hr to 10 m3/hr. Looking for a change in Rx vessel
bottom head temperature as an indication of water level. No data at this time.

PMT Overview and Priorities
- The "Composite" document (item #4969) which provides recommendations for re-entry of US

citizens back into the 50 mile evacuation zone is in final review by NSIR management.
OPA has been contacted to obtain their feedback regarding the content of any press release(s)
that may be issued by NRC in conjunction with a Department of State travel advisory related to
relaxation of the 50 mi evacuation recommendation.
M. Virgilio indicated that he would like to send the composite document out to federal agencies,
incorporate comments, and finalize the document by the end of this week.
Prior to the accident at Fukushima Daiichi, approximately 1200 U.S. citizens were known to have
lived within 50 miles of the plant but outside of the 20 km evacuation zone. This information was
provided by the consulate to the Japan PMT (Heather Gepford).
Bullet train service between Tokyo and Sendai resumes within the next week. Also, the highway
route from Tokyo to Sendai runs parallel to the bullet train. Both routes contain segments that are
within the 50 mile zone but outside 30 km. DOE has been performing rad readings of the
highway route and will be providing the data to the Japan PMT. Once data is available, we will be
requested to provide a recommendation for U.S. citizens who would like to use the highway
and/or train. Without these options, it takes over 10 hours to travel between these destinations.
PIVMT is re~suming daily conference call with PMT Japan at 6:30pn EST.

LT Overview and Priorities
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U.S. - Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo requested help in obtaining acceptable
shipping containers for radioactive materials. Helen Peterson in the Foreign Commercial
Services Unit U.S. Embassy Japan has this for action.
Earlier today, April 26, 2011, the Executive Team sent out a message stating future updates of
the USNRC Status Update will be loaded to the Japan SharePoint page at htti://nsir-
ops.nrc.gov/. You may subscribe to email alerts through the SharePoint page (instructions in 2 nd

attachment). Several people responded stating they were unable to access SharePoint via their
Blackberry. The computer folks were contacted and after investigating they said currently you
cannot access the SharePoint site from your Blackberry.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally static.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for

tasking actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1.
- NRC reviewed and provided to Japan Site Team Lead the analysis of the adequacy of the

TEPCO Roadmap on April 25. Consortium commented on April 27. Final product due April 29.
. NRC internal review of composite report ongoing (NSFR ae4) with plans to seek interagency

review, finished product due by April 29
- Site Team priorities: (1) water management; (2) erratic instrumentation behavior; and (3) decay

heat removal.

RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions at the units were static.

Completed NRC review of the TEPCO Roadmap, which was provided to the site team. NRC
received favorable comments from Japanese government. Agreed on comments related to using
risk assessment to reduce risk, safety culture, human factors, sharing information and lessons

learned, and independent oversight. They are looking to get IAEA and WANO added to future
independent reviews. Consortium r ded'oj_80_ EDT, Wednesday, April 27.

No further work will be done on the RST assessment or the"lnterim Comprehensive Assessment"

(Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment).
Japan Team priorities are now in order of importance: 1. Waste Water Management, 2. Erratic
and failing instrumentation, and 3. Decay heat removal.
Sandia has provided analysis that if U3 has not gone ex-vessel, it won't. Radiation heat rejection
off the bottom head will accommodate the decay heat load even if water contact with the lower
head cannot be attained by. containment flooding.
Unit 1 RPV injection increased from 5.9 m3/hr to •14i m~ 'r. Looking for a change in Rx vessel
bottom head temperature as an indication of water level. No data at this time.

PMT Overview and Priorities
The "Composite" document (item #4969)p.which provides recommendations for re-entry of US
citizens bik..into the 50 mile evacuation zone bsy.n-final.review.by hasbeen reviewedlPv NSIR
management. and s1 awa:titngcLnal word from NSIR to be sent to M Virhilio and then the federal

OPA has been contacted to obtain their-feedback regarding the-content of any press release(s)
that may be issued by NRC in conjunction with a Department of State travel advisory related to

relaxation of the 50 mi evacuation recommendation.
M. Virgilio indicated that he would like to send the composite document out to federal agencies,

incorporate comments, and finalize the document by the end of this week (04 29-1 1).
;4'Prior to the accident at Fukushima Daiichi, approximately 1200 U.S. citizens were known to have

lived within 50 miles of the plant but outside of the 20 km evacuation zone. This information was
provided by the consulate to the Japan PMT (Heather Gepford).
Bullet train service between Tokyo and Sendai resumes within the next week. Also, the highway
route from Tokyo to Sendal runs parallel to the bullet train. Both routes contain segments that are
within the 50 mile zone but outside 30 km. DOE has been performing rad readings of the

highway route and will be providing the data to the Japan PMT. Once data is available, we will be

requested to provide a recommendation for U.S. citizens who would like to use the highway
and/or train. Without these options, it takes over 10 hours to travel between these destinations.
PMT is resuming daily conference call with PMT Japan at 6:30pm EST.
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LT Overview and Priorities
U.S. - Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo requested help in obtaining acceptable

shipping containers for radioactive materials. Helen Peterson in the Foreign Commercial

Services Unit U.S. Embassy Japan has this for action.
Earlier today, April 26, 2011, the Executive Team sent out a message stating future updates of

the USNRC Status Update will be loaded to the Japan SharePoint page at htto:1/nsir-
ops.nrc.gov, You may subscribe to email alerts through the SharePoint page (instructions in 2 "d

attachment). Several people responded stating they were unable to access SharePoint via their

Blackberry. The computer folks were contacted and after investigating they said currently you

cannot access the SharePoint site from your Blackberry.The ThAs and CAs 100,0 brefing call needs to be dreschuled dteo thte Lapan/SBO qomrnssion

me~eting. The call is entatively nioved to13 nTýu-dy
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally static. See RST Overviewk belw for specificchangges.
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1.

NRC reviewed and provided to Japan Site Team Lead the analysis of the adequacy of the
TEPCO Roadmap on April25. Consortium commented on April27. Final iternal review
ongoing. Product due April 29.
NRC internal review of composite report (Updated TravelAdvisory) is ongoing (NSIR lead) with
plans to seek interagency review. Rev•x4 received. Finished product due by April 29.

- Site Team priorities: (1) water management; (2) erratic instrumentation behavior; and (3) decay
heat removal.
in llight of the 0930 Commission Meeting (Thursday 4/28), the 1000 TAs & CAs Br~iefing with the
ET has bee~n rescheduled for10 Tusa,42)

RST Overview and Priorities
- Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions for Units 2 & 3 were static. Unit I RPV injection

increased from 5.9 m3/hr to 10 M3/hr.
As a result of their mass balan~ce calculations, TEPCO indicated publicly that a lpoteintial1 leak in
spent fuel pool Unit 4 iray exist.

- Completing final NRC internal review of the TEPCO Roadmap, which was provided to the site
team. Consortium provided comments by 1800 EDT, Wednesday, April 27.

- Sandia has provided analysis that if U3 has not gone ex-vessel, it won't. Radiation heat rejection
off the bottom head will accommodate the decay heat load even if water contact with the lower
head cannot be attained by containment flooding.

- No further work will be done on the RST assessment or the "Interim Comprehensive Assessment"
(Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment).

PMT Overview and Priorities
- The "Composite" document (Rev14), providing recommendations for re-entry of US citizens into

the 50 mile evacuation was received, and is awaiting final approva by NSR to be sent to M.
Virg~ilio-arnd then, the federal famhily and finialize the documentby the end1 of this week (04-29-11).
OPA was contacted to obtain feedback regarding press release(s) that may be issued by NRC in
conjunction with a Department of State travel advisory related to any US evacuation relaxation.
Prior to the accident at Fukushima Daiichi, approximately 1200 U.S. citizens were identified to
have lived within 50 miles of the plant, but outside of the 20 km evacuation zone. This
information was provided by the consulate to the Japan PMT (Heather Gepford).
Bullet train service between Tokyo and Sendai resumes within the next week. The highway route
from Tokyo to Sendai runs parallel to the bullet train. Both routes contain segments that are
within the 50 mile zone but outside 30 km. DOE performed radiation measurements of the
highway route and will provide the data to the Japan PMT. We will then be requested to provide
a recommendation for U.S. citizens regarding highway and/or train use.
PMT is resuming daily conference call with PMT Japan at 6:30pm EST.

LT Overview and Priorities
- U.S. - Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo requested help in obtaining acceptable

shipping containers for radioactive materials. Helen Peterson in the Foreign Commercial
Services Unit U.S. Embassy Japan has this for action.

. All USNRC Status Updates now accessible on the Japan SharePoint page at http://nsir-
ops.nrc..ov/. You may subscribe to email alerts through the SharePoint page (instructions in 2 nd

attachment). You cannot access the SharePoint site from your Blackberry at this time.
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April 28, 2011 2300 EDT

One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally static. •.e Overvew belw fr speifichanges.
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1.
- NRC reviewed and provided to Japan Site Team Lead the analysis of the adequacy of the

TEPCO Roadmap on April 25. tee 'RSToverview below for specific chan'rgs.
- Composite report (Updated Travel Advisory): Current revision is with the Chirman for revie

See..PMT.ov.erviewbelow forspecific chan.ges. Finished product due by April 29.
- Site Team priorities: (1) water management; (2) erratic instrumentation behavior; and (3) decay

heat removal.
- Biweek callwitth Industry Consortim conducted. Open items were reviewedland status

updated where possible.

RST Overview and Priorities
- Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions for Units 2 & 3 were static. Wi thet~ er inJectlo

ID 013/hr for Uniit 1, RPV b~fottomheadthe~mperatur'e'has' droppedfo 105 to 98g.5C and~ti
lrwellpressurehasdroppedfrom7.8soto•s 4psig• .Thelit Siteamstated that TEPC-my

reduce injecti'on flow to prvn rwelpesr rmgigsp lshfc
- TEPCO changed their #4 spent fuel pool assessment from yesterday and now indicated there is

.no leak on #4 spent fuel pool. GEH indicated that #4 spent fuel pool appears to be intact below
the fuel transfer canal gate.

- the evaluation of t•eeE PO Roadmap, Revision o5,has been completed bby NR and sent to the
Industry Consortium for comments by tomnorrow at 2Q00pm. ,It is to be iqs ud by the end of the
day. tmorrow.

PMT Overview and Priorities
- The "Composite" document (Rev 15) providing recommendations for re-entry of US citizens into

the 50 mile evacuation was'spent bM•iM.'irgilio to the Chairman, whowill then provide to the
federal family by the end of this week(04-29-11). __

- OPA was contacted to obtain feedback regarding press release(s) that may be issued by NRC in
conjunction with a Department of State travel advisory related to any US evacuation relaxation.

- Prior to the accident at Fukushima Daiichi, approximately 1200 U.S. citizens were identified to
have lived within 50 miles of the plant, but outside of the 20 km evacuation zone. This
information was provided by the consulate to the Japan PMT (Heather Gepford).
Bullet train service between Tokyo and Sendai resumes within the next week. There is also a
highway route from Tokyo to Sendai it runs parallel to the bullet train. Both routes contain
segments that are within the 50 mile zone but outside 30 km zone. DOE performed radiation
measurements of the highway route and provided the data to the Japan PMT. P%9T-has
proved inpuit to the Jaan Team who willbe providing a final recommendation to the US
Ambassador tJapn~.

- PMT is resuming daily conference call with PMT Japan at 6:30pm EST.
As per the Japan PMT input,t the HQ PMT is recomeding not tostaff ~over the weeend but to
rem~ain on-call.

LT Overview and Priorities
U.S. - Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo requested help in obtaining acceptable
shipping containers for radioactive materials. Helen Peterson in the Foreign Commercial
Services Unit U.S. Embassy Japan has this for action.
All USNRC Status Updates now accessible on the Japan SharePoint page at http://nsir-
ops.nrc.qov/. You may subscribe to email alerts through the SharePoint page (instructions in 2nd
attachment). You cannot access the SharePoint site from your Blackberry at this time.
Next Industry Consortium (supplies) call is scheduled for Monday, 5/02/11 at 2000 - U.S.
Embassy Japan has the lead for updating the Request Matrix.
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April 28, 2011 2300 EDT

One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally static. See RST Overvw below f eificangtes
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1.
- NRC reviewed and provided to Japan Site Team Lead the analysis of the adequacy of the

TEPCO Roadmap on April 25. ConSOrtiUnlcommented on Aprif7. Finalinternal!review
ongoing. Product due April 29.

- NRC internal review of composite report (Updated•r•• el Adviso•y) is ongoing (NSIR lead) with
plans to seek interagency review. Rev,14received. Finished product due by April 29.

- Site Team priorities: (1) water management; (2) erratic instrumentation behavior; and (3) decay
heat removal.

- .$in light of the 09.30 Comrmisso etn Turdy42) h 1000_TAs &CAs B~riefing with the
ET has been re6scheduled for 1300 (Thursday, 4/28).

RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions for Units 2 &3 were static. Unit 1 RPV injection
increased from 5.9 m3/hr to 1ci m3/hr.
~TEPC9 change~d their #4 spent fuel p>ool assessment frorn yesterday and now indicated there. is
no leak on 94 snt fuelpool. GEH indcated thiat #4 spent fu poolapears to beeintact belowth e f:uel transfer cana ga te/ . ..... ........ ................. . ....

.. It .appears water levelin theDW has reached the RPVlowerhead. RPVlower head temperature
has dropped to 985C

PMT Overview and Priorities
The "Composite" document (Rev 15) providing recommendations for re-entry of US citizens into
the 50 mile evacuation was received,aand has gone to Vrgloho iswaiting for feedback
from Chairman, and then the federal faml adfnlize the do~ument by the end of this week (04-

OPA was contacted to obtain feedback regarding press release(s) that may be issued by NRC in
conjunction with a Department of State travel advisory related to any US evacuation relaxation.
Prior to the accident at Fukushima Daiichi, approximately 1200 U.S. citizens were identified to
have lived within 50 miles of the plant, but outside of the 20 km evacuation zone. This
information was provided by the consulate to the Japan PMT (Heather Gepford).
Bullet train service between Tokyo and Sendai resumes within the next week. The highway route
from Tokyo to Sendai runs parallel to the bullet train. Both routes contain segments that are
within the 50 mile zone but outside 30 km. DOE performed radiation measurements of the
highway route and will.pr•vide the datato•t•e apan PMT. We will then be requested to provide
a recommendation for U.S. citizens regarding highway and/or train use.
PMT is resuming daily conference call with PMT Japan at 6:30pm EST.

LT Overview and Priorities
- U.S. - Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo requested help in obtaining acceptable

shipping containers for radioactive materials. Helen Peterson in the Foreign Commercial
Services Unit U.S. Embassy Japan has this for action.

- All USNRC Status Updates now accessible on the Japan SharePoint page at http://nsir-
ops.nrc.gov/. You may subscribe to email alerts through the SharePoint page (instructions in 2"
attachment). You cannot access the SharePoint site from your Blackberry at this time.
Next•I ndustry Consorium (sup ies)call is scheduled for Monda 5/02/11 at 2000 - U.S.

~mbassy Japanhas the lead forupdating th Reques nayrix.
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March 21, 2011 1800 EDT

Briefing She-t

Fukushima Daiichi

" Units 1 2, and 3 reactors appear to be in a static condition with seawater injection
continuing. Containment integrity status is unknown on Units 1, 2, and 3. Containment
pressure of Unit 3 has stabilized and venting is not imminent. Gray smoke emanated
from Unit 3 (3:50 pm local time )which caused site evacuation; source of smoke
unknown. There are indications that both the Unit 3 and Unit 4 spent fuels pools have
water level.

" TEPCO has installed high voltage AC power cables from a nearby transmission line to
Units 1&2. Units 1&2 have temporary power available at a power panel. TEPCO is
working to have temporary cables run to necessary cooling equipment. Power to Units
3&4 is planned. Two diesel generators are running and supplying AC power to Units
5&6. A Unit 5 RHR pump, powered by one of the U-6 diesel generators is providing
cooling to the Unit 5 spent fuel pool. External AC power cables have reached Units 5&6,
but powerhas not yet been connected.

* Dose rates have not changed significantly at the site although some reductions were
reported following efforts to add water to Unit 3. DOE Aerial Monitoring System
assessments support the recommendation for evacuation of US citizens within 50 miles
of the plant. Concentrations of iodine-131 in milk from cows within 20 kilometers (about
12 miles) of Fukushima Dai-ichi have reached levels 10 times maximum admissible
levels and distribution of these products have been suspended.

" Priority for PMT is "Bounding Reasonable Model", working with Navy and DOE.

" Industry Consortium call established for 10 am each day. Priority is to establish a
method for US industry to interact with TEPCO, and US Government agency (not NRC)
to help coordinate logistics, funding, etc. Call tomorrow with Chairman and USAID to
determine the right agency to lead. Australian C-17 with Bechtel-designed equipment
still on the ground with mechanical difficulties.

(b)(5)

(b)(5) PMT has revised assessment of air sample at
isnlo a, low iodinei n The sample.
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March 21., 2044...
B. 2300 EDTBriefing Sheet

Fukushima Daiichi

Units 1, 2, and 3 reactors appear to be in a static condition with seawater injection
continuing. Containment integrity status is unknown on Units 1, 2, and 3. Containment
pressure of Unit 3 has stabilizedand venting is not imminent. Gray smoke emanated
from Unit 3.(3:50 pm local time )Mwhich caused site evacuation; source of smoke
unknown. News rr-epi~rl. ......... wo > tn T-re hpve I ,n repe rs Of
steain coi nin ..rr i U nit; 2

-are is, tht bott lv th n't ! 3
1evelh

TEPCO has installed high voltage AC power cables from a nearby transmission line to
Units 1&2W.-Unils. -2A have and Ilere is temporary power available at a power panel.
TEPCO is working to have temporary cables run to necessary cooling equipment. Power
to Units 3 &M-is planned. E.ternalpower cables wexre rn to a er ceter in
Unit 4. Two diesel generators are running and supplying AC power to Units 5&6. A Unit
5 RHR pump, powered by one of the U-6 diesel generators is providing cooling to the
Unit 5 spent fuel pool. External AC power cables have reached Units 5&6, but power has
not yet been connected.

Dose rates have not changed significantly at the site although some reductions were
reported following efforts to add water to Unit 3. DOE Aerial Monitoring System
assessments support the recommendation for evacuation of US citizens within 50 miles
of the plant. Concentrations of iodine-131 in milk from cows within 20 kilometers (about
12 miles) of Fukushima Dai-ichi have reached levels 10 times maximum admissible
levels and distribution of these products have been suspended. AMS . h•fhl~t.ave. h-n-
glo•nde d.,!.ne to.._ weather,

=_Priority for PMT is "Bounding Reasonable Model", working with Navy and DOE.

I Industry Consortium call established for 10 am each day, Priority is to establish a
method for US industry to interact with TEPCO, and US Government agency (not NRC)
to help coordinate logistics, funding, etc. Call tomorrow with Chairman and USAID to
determine the right agency to lead. Australian C-1 7 with arls, of.on .train of Bechtel-
designed equipment still on the ground with mechanical difficulties J....i.x..c.ey to
arrive 01 0C FDT totn e oa of that r-.1 n of Berhtqkdesg.gpipe
arrived at Y~kt irBritay abou~t 1 d:30 ET
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Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update March 24, 2011 0600 EDT

USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update

March 24, 2011
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.

1) Continued assessment of radiological conditions, dose projections, and protective action
recommendations.

2) Providing technical assistance to the U.S. Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government,

3) Coordination with other U.S. Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations(INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring: Mode and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. The Headquarters Operations Center is staffed 24/7.

A team of NRC'experts supporting USAID response efforts is in Japan and has engaged with
the US Ambassador and his staff. A relief team is being staffed and dispatched.

NRC has issued numerous press releases related to the earthquake and tsunami. These press
releases can be found online at: http:l/www.nrc.-qov/readinci-rm/doc-collections/news/2011/

On March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan reported that the Japanese had requested US
technical assistance for cooling the Fukushima .Daiichi Units, as needed. The effort to provide
assistance is being coordinated by the US Ambassador. On March 15, 2011, the Japanese
government accepted DOE's Radiological Assistance Program (RAP) team assistance, which
includes Aerial Monitoring System (AMS) flyovers.

On March 16, 2011, NRC provided the White House with information on protective measures for
NRC staff in Japan and information to provide advice for other federal workers in Japan. The
current protective action recommendation for U.S. citizens residing within 50 miles (80 kin) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The Bureau of Consular Affairs reported that three
U.S. chartered buses departed Sendai on March 19. The consular team in Sendai finished
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door-to-door searches for U.S. citizens and returned to Tokyo. No further U.S.-chartered flights
are planned at thisý time.

Japanese Ministry of Defense (MOD) has assumed the lead role in Japanese response
activities.

NRC is participating in ongoing discussions with the White House, Ambassador Roos, Naval
Reactors, PACOM, and USFJ regarding precautions for and protection of US citizens in Japan.

NRC continues to work with other Federal agencies to deliver temporary cooling equipment to
the Daiichi site. Initial shipments of equipment arrived in Japan on March 21 and 22. A third is
anticipated to arrive on March 24.

The U.S. Department of Energy and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal
communicators for questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and
on domestic monitoring.

A Commission Meeting was held on Monday, March 21, 2011. Topics included supporting
activities in Japan, justification for continued operation of U.S. facilities, and path forward for
NRC staff. The Commission is finalizing direction to the NRC staff to establish a senior level
agency task force to conduct a methodical and systematic review of NRC processes and
regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

The governmen~t of Japani ha ~expre'se~d Ito th6 NRC an interest in acquiri .g robotic,
unmanned aerial vehicles, potective gear, and~stockpiles o potassium iodlide.,

stal-tus of N1 4C Lic .seeand Fa • ni: t; ti. [~ cilities,

NRC issued Information Notice 2011-05 to the U.S. nuclear power reactor fleet on March 18.

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) issued a Level I Event Report (highest level)
to its members on the afternoon of March 15, 2011. It identifies 4 actions, with due dates, and
requires a written response. In general, the actions include walkdowns and verifications of
aspects of facility capabilities to address B.5.b equipment and procedures, Severe Accident
Management Guidelines (SAMGs), mitigation of station blackout (SBO) conditions, mitigation of
internal and external flooding, and fire and flooding events that could be impacted by a
concurrent seismic event.

The coimmercial nuclear Industry has established an industry support team to immediately
'facilitate industry suppprt for TEPCO: durin'g the Fuk6 . hiIm'a event~resp ,onse- .- NPO facilitated
the formation of this team.

This team will complement efforts of the US government anidis intended to provide easy, access
to 'the capabilities of the US nuclear, in~dustry. andassuýsre& ai~l an e'ffec~tive indu~stry
response to emergency needs,

The following actions ha~ve been ýtaken ,t'o m"týake this.!team oper(,tional'
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" ,An individual has been dispatched to Tokyo to coordinate requests for assistance and
technical'support. Thi's' individual will work closelywit ttthe NRC Rteamr already in place
and function as a key interface to communicate the technical needs of TEPFOCto the
industry. •

"f A support organization is in place at the INPO offices in Atlanta to facilitate .thelo~cation
and delivery of supplies, services and materials.• This or•anization has close contacts
with all US utilities and will be expanded by Friday March 26, 201.1 with additional
staffing and suppliers fromb the broader nuclear industry.

" A' technical support organ ization is 'also in place at INPO to~facilitate, the timiely response
to req•estsn fr technical suppot. This organization coordinates and chaneiels requests
for techn~ical support to. utility and industry experts, EPRl and suppliers as appropriate o
ensure timely ard effective technical advice is provided. Thi• group works closely with
the NRO andother government agencies,

This team is intended to functionrduring the. miga•igton and stabilization phase of the Fukushima
Daiihi event.lt is anticipated the commercial. market structure will function during the longer-
termr recovery.and remediation phases.

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) issued several fact sheets, the latest on March 18,.2011:
"Perspective on Radiation Releases and Emergency Planning at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants."

C111rront rlndevs~ta d i ng of) a ,pa c~se Faci lit cs

(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, NISA
press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum (JAIF) compiled data and assessments,
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, and others.)

i~£:s ima ill. aiic;hi

The Japanese national government instructed evacuation for local residents within a 20km
radius of the site boundary and sheltering in place out to 30 km. IAEA confirms a no-fly zone
out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. There have been no updates to protective
actions since March 15, 2011.

On March 17, Japanese authorities changed the classification of the event from a Level 4 to a
Level 5 "Accident with Wider Consequences" on the International Nuclear and Radiological
Event.Scale (INES).

All available iniformation" indic'dtes ,that the' majority of releases fr6ýrn the Fukushima site have
beengcarried out to sea byothepsrevailing inds. Fobrecast meteorofogical" daSathouhM
25, 2011 indicates prolongeonshore wind shiftingoffshor throughmidnigh

March., Variable winds on 25 March,;:ncluding periods:of onshore flow.. 50%,chanceof 6raio
later in the day.on 25 March.

The mnost recen• survey datajfrom 0313/23 /211, does not i•[dicate any subst'ahnt al chagie of
dose measurements at the site.
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A research vessel of the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology departed on
03/23/2011 to measure the air dose rates over and collect seawater samples from the coastal
waters near the nuclear facility. The seawater samples collected will be brought back and sent
to the Japan Atomic Energy Agency for analysis (Source: IAEA).

To combat salt accumulation, it is apprioty to find a source of freshIwaterfor6 use in cooling
operations rather thanthe sea water• The;U.S. Navy is prparecdto provide2 bargesto theFukushima .site, each with a capty.aoitofapproximately 3509000 gallons. (Source: NRC Team)

Unit 1 - (NRC priority: 4)
Core Status: Damaged, extent undetermined; RPV level -1/2 of TAF (Source: IAEA)
Core Cooling: RCS pressure: 54 psig (Source: JAIF); fire truck providing seawater to
core spray line to cool core (Source: NISA); recent information indicates that a second
seawater injection path through a feedwater line was established; increased •amount of
watersprayed, leading to reduict'in bi temperatureof R PVfrom.40n 0 to230: OC (Source:
NRC Team per TEPGQ)
Primary Containment: functional, drywell pressure: 58 psia (Source: JAIF), considering
venting
Secondary Containment: lost during, hydrogen explosion
Spent Fuel Pool: 292 bundles in pool (Source: GEH);•water level unknown (Source:
JAIF); time margin to uncovering fuel: 123 days; pool/area temp < 1000C (Source: NRC
Team based on report from NISA, assuming pool intact)
Power: Offsite power line connected to'Unit 1, power restoration ongoing (Source:
IAEA)

Unit 2 - (NRC priority: 3)
Core Status: damaged, extent undetermined; RPV level -1/2 of TAF
Core Cooling: RCS pressure 0 psig (Source: JAIF); fire truck providing seawater to
recirculation line to cool core (Source: N ISA); Bo6ttomHeTadTrmperature: 185?C.
Fe'edw~pter No~zzle Temnperatur~e.: .8.1,ý
Primary Containment: damaged, pressure: 15.9 psia (Source: JAIF)
Secondary Containment: Blowout panel opened in side of reactor building to reduce
hydrogen buildup; .steam reported coming from hole (Source: visual/multiple media
outlets)
Spent Fuel Pool: 587 bundles in pool (Source: GEH); time margin to uncovering fuel:.
35 days (Source: NRC Team based on report from NISA, assuming pool intact);
pool/area temp <1001C (Source: IAEA)
Power: offsite power restored to load-side power panel (Source: NISA); condition of
pump motors.and instrumentation being evaluated (Source: IAEA); restoration is
ongoing

Unit 3 - (NRC priority: 1)
Core Status: Damaged, extent undetermined; RPV level -1/2 of TAF;
Core Cooling: RCS Pressure: 0 psig (Source: JAIF); fire truck providing seawater to
recirculation line to cool core (Source: NISA)
Primary Containment: damaged, atmospheric pressure (Source: JAIF)
Secondary Containment: lost during hydrogen explosion; white smoke (Source: IAEA)
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Spent Fuel Pool: 5.14 bundles in pool (Source: GEH); water sprayed from ground
several times (Source: NISA); time margin to uncovering fuel: 0 days (Source: NRC
Team based on report from NISA, assuming pool intact); at 0250 EDT March 21, 2011,
grey smoke was observed: coming from the southeast corner of the Unit 3 SFP. Workers
were evacuated. The smoke lessened 2 hours later (Source: IAEA) and news reports
indicate that workers have returned. Extent of fuel coverage is undetermined. Attempts
to cool using an internal cooling system (Source NR!C Team per TEPCO
Power: power has been restored to Unit 3 control room,
Other: Black smoke was detected rising out of unit 3 building at -1630 (Japan) on
March 23,2011, causing temporarjevacuation of workers. Smokecortinued thro.u'h
nightfall (Source: NiRC Team per TEPCO)

Unit 4 - (NRC priority: 2)
Core Status: offloaded to spent fuel pool
Core Cooling: N/A
Primary Containment: open for refueling operations
Secondary Containment: lost (visual)
Spent Fuel Pool: 1201 to 1331 bundles in pool (Source: GEH & NISA); pool likely was
dry at one point causing significant fuel damage; water sprayed into pool for cooling;
pool/area temp <1001C
Power: external electrical cable connected to power center; power hasbeen restored to
central control r~oom (Source: NCTeam'. peT'EPCQ)

Unit 5 - Shutdown since January 3, 2011 (NRC priority: 5)
Core Status: Cold Shutdown; RPV intact; RPV level +164 cm above TAF (Source:
IAEA, March 20)
Core Cooling: RHR providing cooling.
Spent Fuel Pool: 950 bundles (Source: GEH); temperature: 420C (Source: JAIF); RHR
pump failed subsequent to switchover to external power(Source: TEPCO)
Power: Switched from EDG to external power supply (Source: NISA)

Unit 6 - Shutdown since August 14, 2010 (NRC priority: 6)
Core Status: Cold Shutdown; RPV Intact; RPV level +175 cm above TAF (Source:
IAEA, March 20)
Core Cooling: RHR providing cooling
Spent Fuel Pool: 876 bundles (Source: GEH); temperature 360C (Source: JAIF);
injection to SFP via normal make-up water system; RHR is cooling SFP (Source: NISA)
Power: Switch from EDG to external power supply (Source: NISA); 2 unit EDGs
available

Common Spent Fuel Pool (NRC priority: 7): 6,000 bundles (Source: GEH): water level
maintained full since March 18, at 610C (Source: NISA); water spray started at 2137 EDT March
20 (Source: NISA)
Electrical Power (NRC priority: 7): Offsite power connected to Unit 2 auxiliary transformer /
distribution panel; work continues on energizingequipment in Unit 2
Dry Cask Storage: Visual inspection revealed no problems. All casks are vertical casks
manufactured by Hitachi Shipbuilding (Source: RST)
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Other !11tMl

iihM Sl iua I ) in i

* No changes to report

0 n ajgawa

* No changes to report

RNk aho~

• No changes to report

Acr m~yv'u

atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
EDG - Emergency Diesel Generator
RCS - Reactor Coolant System
RHR - Residual Heat Removal
RPV - Reactor Pressure Vessel
SFP - Spent Fuel Pool
TAF - Top of Active Fuel

Pr tt~ert ive, 1 ea•i re,• Tfea n { Pfr 1) tl~p 4t

Department of Energy Aerial Monitoring operations were conducted on March 17-21, 2011; no
sorties were flown March 21-22 due to inclement weather. The flights resumed March 23, 2011.
The earlier missions conducted parallel and serpentine patterns near the Fukushima nuclear
power plant. A narrow band to the northwest, 13 to 20 miles from the site, had a high
concentration of contaminated materials. Air sampling was also conducted by the U.S. Navy on
March 20 and 21, 2011. Samples were taken approximately 90 miles north of Tokyo, and at
Yokosuka Naval Base, which is approximately 175 miles away from the Fukushima site. Air
samples were taken in 15 minute intervals and resulted in detectable levels.

The PMT continues to aggregate and assess available dose rate information. Multi-day
trending of available onsite monitors shows slightly declining dose rates over the past several
days. On-site surveys of the exterior of the reactor buildings show dose rates of 60 mR/hr to 15
RPhr with the highest doses around reactor building 3.

In addition to monitoring the evacuation protective action recommendations, the PMT is also
cognizant of potential ingestion pathway protective action recommendations and measurements
on food made by the Japanese government. Levels reported in the media exceeded the values
in the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) derived levels for action. Based on data in the
media reports, the PMT agrees with Japanese action to interdict those foodstuffs. The media is
also reporting that Tokyo government officials advised residents to stop giving tap water to
infants based on radioactive levels.
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The PMT continues to assess monitoring performed by U.S. assets, including EPA Radnet
stations, and U.S. reactors. The PMT has no new data that would support changing the current
protective action recommendations for Americans in Japan of evacuation to 50 miles.f (b)(5)

(b)(5)

Per[ a conference callwithOSTP, DOE, NARAC and NRC, NNARA is running a new case nOp a
plausible•reastic case forTokyo, Once agreed upon by the inter-agency group, this analysis
will be providedato the•Japanese government. The attendees agreed thatthe source term would
include,

Nospen~t fuel pool fires
Corecdamage in Units 1,.2 and 3, assumed as 33% each

* !Design con.tainm.entJeakage rate (0.5% per day).
sRelease period startsat 21:15Z on March .15.

R lelease i•assumed to occurat a con€stant rate for 12<days,
*NARAC will use actual and forecast meteorological conditions.

Estifmates of TEDE, Thyroid dose ,. workerprotection dose rate, and.. total deposition in Japarn will
be calculated,

PMT. cnfirmed6i. s that IN PO had access to one m.illion Is f ANBEX Inc.x (86- 4634
6754) at

(b)(4)

the PMT is cotnlgefrst be1pa ,en pasfor 'sho6rtter'm reentry'and'retrieval of
personal effects. ,Alng term reentry plan was developed on Mar6ch22, 2011 and was reviewed
on.Mach.242011 .Wi th nochbanges recomimended-; The PMT- is also working wtithe h
'Env~ironmental Protectioni Agency (EPA) with environmental data~ from US Nucle'ar Power
pthPM eviewe containment h e readings for potential indication of
core damage, and determin~ed it apapears to in~dicacte some core meltbut not likely to tq
representative of actual core, status.

* The IAEA held a special session of the Board of Governors on March 21, 2011. Director
General Amano provided a summary of his trip to Japan. The IAEA continues to have
daily press and technical briefings.

* NRC has coordinated daily with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive,
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and French Nuclear Safety Authority.

* France has publicly posted its assessment of projected doses in Tokyo on the French
Radioprotection and Nuclear Safety Institute (IRSN) website.
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. Taiwan staffed their Operations Center, beginning on Saturday, March 1 2 th and
continues to do so.

" An Institute.of Nu cearPow~er Operations (INO) staff member"has arrived in Tokyoand
icoord~in~ating with ~US government staff at9the Embassy.
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Unils
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
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